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1. Amazing Monster Detectoscope (Graeme Base)  $29.99 $23.99
When our hero uses his Amazing Monster DetectoScope he finds that the house is infested with monsters! 
Can he find the courage to face his fears? This whimsical take on facing childhood fears features intricate 
paper engineering and a whole host of hilariously hideous beasties lying in wait beyond the DetectoScope 
viewfinder.

2. Charlie and Lola: A Dog With Nice Ears (Lauren Child)  $24.99 $19.99
Lola wants a dog - but the qualities of her perfect pooch seem oddly like those of a ... rabbit!  Silly, 
surprising, thoughtful and fun, Charlie and Lola are on top form in this fantastically funny story, packed 
full of dogs of every shape, size and colour. Lauren Child’s endlessly endearing characters and inimitable 
humour will be a sure-fire hit with existing and new fans - this is the perfect tale for anyone who has ever 
imagined what having the perfect pet would be like.

3. Dork Diaries #12 Crush Catastrophe (Rachel Renee Russell)  $16.99 $13.59
The DRAMA continues as Nikki tries to figure out how she’s going to spend her summer. Things get even 
more COMPLICATED when she starts to hang out with a CUTE guy who’s a visiting student.  Will this new 
friendship RUIN her relationship with her BFFs, Chloe and Zoey, and her CRUSH, Brandon?! For all titles in 
this series type DORK DIARIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

4. Drawn Onward (Meg McKinlay and Andrew Frazer)  $24.99 $19.99
The text is a palindrome: in the first half reading as a dire denunciation, and in the second, reversed, is a 
call to hope. It graphically and cleverly illustrates that the very same situation can be viewed quite differently 
depending on perspective. From the glass half empty: ‘There is no light on the horizon and it is foolish to 
think you can change anything at all’; to the glass half full: ‘you can change anything at all. It is foolish to 
think there is no light on the horizon.’
5. Have Sword, Will Travel (Garth Nix)  $14.99 $11.99
When Odo and Eleanor stumble upon an ancient sword in a river outside their village, something very 
unexpected happens... the sword starts to talk! Much to Odo’s dismay he discovers that he’s awoken 
a famous enchanted blade called Biter, and thus has instantly become a knight. Eleanor would love to 
become a knight - but she’s not the one with the sword. Unearthing Biter is only the start of their troubles; 
soon boy, girl and sword must depart on a noble quest to save their kingdom from threats - in both human 
and dragon form.

6. Hot Dog #3: Circus Time (Anh Do)  $12.99 $10.39ea
Lizzie’s joining the circus! Her sister Emma is a high-flying trapeze star, but Lizzie’s TERRIFIED of heights! 
She’s going to be a clown, the funniest around! Hotdog and Kev can’t wait to see the show. Hopefully 
everything goes to plan!
7. Hot Dog! #1 8. Hot Dog! Party Time! #2
9.  Hundred and One Dalmatians, The (Peter Bentley and Steven Lenton)  $24.99 $19.99
When Missis and Pongo’s darling Dalmatian puppies are stolen, they know just who to suspect . . . the 
evil Cruella de Vil! She’s enough to scare the spots off a pup and she would love nothing more than to 
turn them into a spotty fur coat! With the help of some fearless furry friends, the parents set off on a brave 
rescue attempt. But can the Dalmatians parents rescue their precious pups in time? A special 32 page 
picture book adaptation of Dodie Smith’s much-loved story, perfect for younger children.

10. Imagine (John Lennon and Jean Jullien)  $24.99 $19.99
Imagine all the people living life in peace. You may say I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one. I hope some 
day you’ll join us, and the world will be as one. Join one little pigeon as she sets out on a journey to spread 
a message of tolerance around the world. Featuring the lyrics of John Lennon’s iconic song and illustrations 
by the award-winning artist Jean Jullien, this poignant and timely picture book dares to imagine a world 
at peace. Imagine will be published in partnership with human rights organisation Amnesty International.

11.  Little Dog and the Summer Holiday  
(Corinne Fenton and Robin Cowcher)  $24.99 $19.99

A charming and nostalgic story about a much-loved Little Dog and his family.  The summer holidays stretch 
out forever. Little Dog and his family set off with their caravan. A nostalgic and delightful story about the 
way family holidays used to be.  Set in the Summer holidays of 1957/58, this is a delightful story about 
road trips, camping, sunshine and families.

12. Merry Christmas, Hugless Douglas (David Melling)  $24.99 $19.99
Hugless Douglas knows what Christmas is all about - it’s excitement, snowing sheep, finding a tree, 
sledging and and being with friends. And one more thing of course... Christmas hugs!

13.  Mighty Mitch Aussies Vs England: Game On!  
(Mitchell Starc and Philip Bunting)  $9.99 $7.99

Join Mitch Starc and his U10’s cricket team in a mighty test when its AUSSIES VS ENGLAND! The greatest 
rivalry of them all! Mitch Starcs biggest dream is to one day wear the baggy green and play for Australia. 
Now it seems his dream has come true early! So what’s Mitch’s problem? He’s pretty sure his team will be 
FLOGGED by the English side. He just CAN’T get the hang of bowling. His dad is EMBARRASSING him 
(and unfortunately his dad is the COACH!). His cricket whites have turned PINK! Can it get any WORSE?! 
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CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE 2017
Pegi Williams Book Shop presents CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE 
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14. Poesy Ring, The (Bob Graham)  $24.99 $19.99
From the multi-award winning Bob Graham comes a romantic, hopeful and exquisitely-illustrated story, perfect for giving as a gift 
to the one that you love. It’s 1830 in County Kerry, Ireland, and a gold ring is thrown into the wind by a young woman on a black 
horse... And as the seasons pass, and then the years, the little treasure finds itself on the most astonishing journey, finally settling 
at the bottom of a deep sea. Will the ring, inscribed with “love never dies”, ever fulfil its destiny, and find the finger of a woman 
truly loved?
15. Tom Gates #13: Tom Gates: Epic Adventure (Kind Of) (Liz Pichon)  $16.99 $13.59
Having two sets of grandparents is turning out to be very good for me.  The Wrinklies are keen on giving presents AND they’re 
planning a family outing which is going to be EPIC!  Even Delia wants to come. (I can always ignore her) For all titles in this series 
type TOM GATES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

16. Very Noisy Baby, The (Alison Lester)  $24.99 $19.99
Here is the story of a very noisy baby. She could bellow like a buffalo. And roar like a lion. And howl like a wolf for a very long time. 
The baby loves to make all kinds of sounds. She’s really very loud. But when some animals in the town go missing, can the very 
noisy baby help? Find out in this wonderfully boisterous story, full of action, fun (and noise!).

17-20. World Heritage Sites in Australia (Ellen Millen)  $29.99 $23.99ea
The titles in World Heritage Sites in Australia cover magnificent natural locations, precious historic buildings and places that contain 
rare archaeological remains. Australians treasure their heritage sites, and this series reveals where each site is located and what 
makes it so special. Find out how UNESCO chooses World Heritage Sites, and what listings mean for the countries involved. 
Included in this series are sections on Indigenous culture, sustainability, environmental management and the importance of place, 
all of which will support the Australian Curriculum for primary schools.

17. Great Barrier Reef, Fraser Island, Royal Exhibition Building and More 
18. Kakadu, Uluru, Kata Tjuta and More 
19. Port Arthur, Norfolk Island, Tasmanian Wilderness and More 
20. Sydney Opera House, Gondwana Rainforests, Blue Mountains and More…

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

21. Bag and a Bird, A (Pamela Allen)  $24.99 $19.99
This is a story of a plastic bag and a bird - a cautionary tale about taking care of our environment as well as being a wonderful 
showcase of some of the famous sights of Sydney.  ‘One day, a long time ago when I lived in Kirribilli, Sydney, I packed a lunch 
and set out to walk to the Botanic Gardens . . . I crossed the harbour bridge then climbed down to Circular Quay. I walked beside 
the sea wall, past the Opera House until I reached the Botanic Gardens. And this is what I saw.’

22. Bertha and Bear (Christine Sharp)  $24.95 $22.46
There’s a storm brewing and the hive must find a new home. With clouds filling the sky and thunder growling, Bertha bravely rises 
to the occasion … until she meets BEAR, that is!  Bertha and Bear is a book buzzing with friendship, finding your place and the 
courage of one brave little bee.

23. Bessie’s War (Krista Bell and Belinda Elliott)  $25.99 $23.40
Bessie’s War takes a look at the part women on the home front played in World War 1. Bessie is frustrated because her brothers 
and father are off fighting the war and she is stuck at home feeling like she can offer no help. When she discovers that the soldiers 
need socks she enlists the help of her whole class to knit socks for the war.

24. Bold Australian Girl (Jess Black and Fern Martins)  $19.99 $18.00
Do you know what my Mum whispers as she straightens out a curl? You can do anything. You’re my bold Australian girl. This 
delightful picture book encourages girls to do anything.... Focusing in a nurturing relationship between a young Indigenous girl and 
her mum, this book celebrates everything from football to friendship, reading to surfing.

25. Building Site Zoo (Sophie Masson and Laura Wood)  $26.99 $24.30
A sister, brother and grandpa walk through town on their way to school, passing lots of construction sites as they go, seeing all the 
busy machines. They imagine that each one is an animal - the concrete mixer’s big round belly is like a hippo’s, the digger stretches 
its long neck like a giraffe, and the jackhammer hops up and down like a kangaroo.

26. Can You Find Me? (Gordon Winch and Patrick Shirvington)  $24.99 $22.50
Search for an echidna, a powerful owl, a frog and many more animals hidden on every page. Pat Shirvington’s striking illustrations 
hide each one of the animals just enough for the guessing to begin.

27. Danny Blue’s Really Excellent Dream (Max Landrak)  $26.99 $24.30
Danny Blue lives in a world where everything is blue. And while there are many different shades and hues, everything is essentially 
the same. But then one night Danny sees something in a dream that is unlike anything else. He tried to describe it, but no one can 
understand what he means, and so he decides to create the thing he saw in his Really Excellent Dream (or R.E.D.)  A wonderfully 
illustrated, off-beat story about invention, dreams and thinking outside the box.

28. Enough Apples (Kim Kane and Lucia Mascuillo)  $24.99 $22.50
When an orchardist’s apple trees are crowded out by looming development, he learns how to transform his altered world so he can 
continue to bake the perfect apple pie. An inspiring story about urban greening and creative adaptation to change.

29. Excuse Me (Dave Hughes and Philip Bunting)  $16.99 $13.59
Martha May has marvellous manners. She always says please and thank you ...and she most certainly DOES NOT FART! But what 
will happen on the day of the Baked Bean Bonanza?! Catch a whiff of this hilarious tale about finally letting go, from Dave Hughes, 
Holly Ife and Philip Bunting.

30. Fairy Dancers: Dancing Days (Natalie Jane Prior and Cheryl Orsini)  $19.99 $18.00
There’s a fairy ring at the bottom of the garden, and the fairy dancers are wishing hard for dancing days. Join Mia, Emma and Grace 
in their most magical dancing adventures ever!

31. Glitch (Michelle Worthington and Andrew Plant)  $24.95 $19.96
Glitch spends his life searching through mountains of mouldy mess at the dump. He wants to make the fastest billycart ever. This 
year, he will be competing in the Big Race!  But will his twitch stop him from winning?

32. Great Rabbit Chase, The (Freya Blackwood)  $24.99 $19.99
Gumboots is a beautiful pet rabbit, but he likes to escape. A story that celebrates what it means to live in a community and a 
reminder that life is full of surprises.

33. Just the Way We Are BIG BOOK (Jessica Shirvington and Claire Robertson)  $39.99 $31.99
A one-of-a-kind book that celebrates families of EVERY kind - now in a ‘Big Book’ format!  Meet Anna, Chiara, Henry, Izzy and 
Jack.  Their families might not look like your family, but that’s okay ... they’re perfect, just the way they are!  

34. Koala Bear (Jackie French and Matt Shanks)  $24.99 $19.99
Some bears wear pants and live in cottages in the woods ... but this koala is out to prove to the world that he is BARE! And that 
never, ever ever can a koala be a bear... From the internationally renowned author of the bestselling Diary of a Wombat comes a 
hilariously funny picture book that Jackie French has created with talented new illustrator Matt Shanks.

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-49)
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35. Koalas Eat Gum Leaves (Laura Bunting and Phillip Bunting)  $16.99 $15.30
Koalas eat gum leaves. For breakfast, lunch and dinner, and even on their birthdays. Most koalas don’t seem to mind. But one 
does. He is on the lookout for some tastier tucker...and he’s about to make a discovery that changes everything. A tale about 
having too much of a good thing!

36. Meerkat Choir (Nicki Greenberg)  $24.99 $19.99
The meerkats are excited. They’re ready for their very first rehearsal with their meerkat choirmaster. But just as they’re about to sing 
their very first note, they’re interrupted by a steady stream of other animals who want to join in.  The meerkat choirmaster insists 
his choir is only for meerkats. And he gets grumpier and grumpier at each interruption.

37. Once Upon a Small Rhinoceros (Meg McKinlay and Leila Rudge)  $24.99 $19.99
“Don’t you wish,” said the small rhinoceros, “that you could see the world?” And so begins this delightful picture book by award-
winning creators Meg McKinlay and Leila Rudge.  Once, there was a small rhinoceros who wanted to see the big world. So she 
built a boat. And sailed away ... From the duo behind award-winning picture book No Bears comes a simple yet inspirational tale 
about challenging the norm, pushing boundaries and being true to oneself.

38. Pea Pod Lullaby (Glenda Millard and Stephen Michael King)  $24.99 $19.99
Words sing over the pictures in this evocative story: a beautiful lullaby about what we can be for each other.  A mother and baby, 
a boy and a dog run for their lives. A little boat carries them across the sea. A polar bear, too, has come adrift. When will they find 
land? Where will they find friends? Who will welcome them in?  The Pea Pod Lullaby is an inspiring and timely story of courage, 
endurance, and hope... for a world in which we can reach out and embrace one another

39. Pig the Star (Aaron Blabey)  $16.99 $13.59
Pig just LOVES attention. In fact, he’s a great, bit SHOW-OFF. But when ANOTHER star appears at the photo shoot, Pig doesn’t 
like it. No, Pig doesn’t like it at ALL…

40. Rodney Loses It (Michael Gerard Bauer and Chrissie Krebs)  $24.99 $19.99
Rodney was a rabbit who loved nothing more than drawing. He never found it tiresome, tedious or boring. But then one day, 
disaster struck, the one thing Rodney feared, while working at his drawing desk his pen just...DISAPPEARED! A truly hysterical 
search for a missing pen, by award-winning author Michael Gerard Bauer.

41. Second Sky, The (Patrick Guest and Jonathan Bentley)  $24.99 $22.50
The first thing Gilbert sees when he hatches from his egg is the sky. It is love at first sight and from that moment on Gilbert longs 
to fly like other birds.  But Penguins don’t fly, they waddle, and so begins Gilbert’s quest to find his place in the world.  Great things 
happen when you reach for the sky.

42. Swan Lake (Anne Spudvilas)  $29.99 $27.00
The iconic ballet Swan Lake, the tragic love story of a princess transformed into a swan by an evil sorcerer, has been revered for 
more than a century. In this atmospheric adaptation, Anne Spudvilas reimagines the classic tale of passion, betrayal and heartbreak 
in the dramatic riverscape of the Murray-Darling.

43. Tales from a Tall Forest (Shaun Micalleff and Jonathan Bentley)  $29.99 $27.00
Once upon a time being, forever and ever ago, there lived a forest tall of tales ... When an innocent princess wanders into the forest, 
she finds herself trapped between a wolf with a ravenous appetite and a sweet little house with a secret. Meanwhile, a desperate 
fisherman enters into a very bad bargain with a power-hungry monkey. And meanwhile still, a tiny tricksy tailor promises a promise 
that not even the most magic of beanstalks can help him escape. In this rich and rambunctious tapestry of tales, satirist Shaun 
Micallef unravels the traditional fairy story and nimbly weaves your favourite characters into new and surprising adventures. 224 
pages

44. There’s a Big Green Frog in the Toilet Book and CD (Anh Do and Heath McKenzie)  $19.99 $18.00
There’s a big green frog in the toilet and it’s looking up at me. There’s a big green frog in the toilet and I’m busting for a wee! Sing 
along to find out what happens when a frog won’t budge, in this funny story from Anh Do, Simon Mellor and Heath McKenzie!

45. This is a Book! (No WIFI Needed) (Felicity McLean and Georgie Wilson)  $24.99 $22.50
This is not - repeat, NOT - an iPad! It’s not linked. It’s not synched. There are no lights that blink. It’s so BORING! . . . or is it? 
Designed to look like a tablet computer, this delightful picture book playfully explores the joy of books in a child’s life. This Is A 
Book! (no wifi needed) will win the heart of every parent frustrated by the battle to limit screen time, and every child who has never 
known a world without iPads.

46. Tintinnabula (Margo Lanagan and Rovina Cai)  $29.99 $27.00
In wild times and in wartime,in times of fear and illness, I go to Tintinnabula, where soft rains fall. Tintinnabula is a story about 
moving from discomfort to peace, from violence and uncertainty to a still, sure place. It reminds us that our best friend in hard 
times can often be ourselves.

47. What’s Up Top? (Marc Martin)  $24.99 $19.99
What’s at the top of the ladder? Is it a hat? Is it a cat? Is it a snail on a whale?  Simple, playful and absurdist, this new picture book 
by Marc Martin is about imagination and creativity. Reminiscent of Press Here by Herve Tullet, Dr Seuss and I Want my Hat Back 
by Jon Klassen.

48. When I Grow Up (Tim Minchin and Steve Antony)  $19.99 $15.99
This hugely exciting picture book collaboration by internationally celebrated musician-comedian Tim Minchin and award-winning 
illustrator Steve Antony is a an absolute treat for all ages. Inspired by Tim Minchin’s hit song WHEN I GROW UP from MATILDA 
THE MUSICAL, the book takes a humorous yet moving look at adult life from a child’s perspective. Grown-ups surely have all the 
fun as they must eat sweets every day, climb the biggest trees and watch cartoons till their eyes go square. But do they really...? 
A truly magical picture book by two incredible talents.

49. Why Can’t I Be A Dinosaur? (Kylie Westaway and Tom Jellett)  $24.99 $22.50
Today is Aunt Daisy’s wedding and Nellie knows exactly what she wants to wear -- and it’s not her flower-girl dress. Mum, Dad 
and baby Riley are all busy getting ready for Aunt Daisy’s wedding and no one has time to listen to Nellie. But Nellie can’t wear her 
flower girl dress today. Today, she’s a dinosaur.  Luckily Nellie might just have a brilliant idea ... 

50. Chu’s First Day at School (Neil Gaiman)  $14.99 $13.50
Chu is a little panda with a BIG sneeze and when his first day at school approaches he is nervous. Will the other boys and girls be 
nice? Will they like Chu? A fabulously warm and funny story about little Chu and his enormous sneeze!

51. First Day At Bug School (Sam Lloyd)  $14.99 $13.50
At the bottom of the garden where no one really sees, a secret school is hidden amongst the grass and weeds. Welcome to Bug 
School! Don’t be nervous on your first day - it’s lots of fun. Learn creeping with the spiders, singing with the crickets, count spots 
with the ladybirds and hop, skip and jump in P.E. with the fleas! A rhythmic, bright celebration of school, starring some very cute 
bugs indeed! Sure to allay first-day-at-school fears.

52. First Day BIG BOOK (Andrew Daddo and Jonathan Bentley)  $39.99 $31.99
The must-have picture book for every child starting school, with a clever twist all parents will relate to - now in a ‘Big Book’ format! 
Are you ready? It’ll be fun! You’ll make new friends. New BFFs! You might have to be a bit brave ... It’s the first day of school, but 
who is the most nervous about the big day? An adorable picture book about first-day nerves. NEW

53. Hugless Douglas Goes to Little School (David Melling)  $14.99 $13.50
Douglas is very excited to be going to Little School. There is so much to do - and lots of hugs to be given out! David Melling is one 
of the UK’s best-loved author-illustrators and his sixth book about Douglas the brown bear is as funny and compelling as the first. 
It combines brilliantly imaginative illustrations with an endearing sense of what it is like to be a small child learning about the world.

54. I Am Too Absolutely Small For School (Lauren Child)  $15.99 $14.40
Lola is old enough to go to school.  She says she doesn’t have time because she’s too busy doing important things at home.  Will 
Charlie be able to persuade her that school will be fun?

55. Kissing Hand, The (Audrey Penn)  $32.99 $29.70
School is starting in the forest, but Chester Raccoon does not want to go.  To help ease Chester’s fears, Mrs. Raccoon shares a 
family secret called the Kissing Hand to give him the reassurance of her love any time his world feels a little scary. 

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-49)
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56.  Look, There’s a Hippopotamus in the Playground Eating Cake  
(Hazel Edwards and Deborah Niland)  $14.95 $13.46

Starting school can be scary, but nothing is impossible when you have a hippopotamus who lives on your roof and eats cake! So, 
a little girl takes her hippopotamus along to school, and together they face those first-day-at-school experiences - meeting your 
teacher, eating lunch on your own and making new friends.

57. Mouse’s Big Day (Lydia Monks)  $14.99 $13.50
It’s Mouse’s first day, and she’s feeling a little nervous - in fact, she doesn’t want to go to school at all! But with a little help from her 
new friends, she finds that perhaps school isn’t so bad after all . . . Mouse’s Big Day is a warm and funny story about friendship 
that is perfect for any child who is starting school or nursery. 

58. My First Day at School (Meredith Costain and Michelle Mackintosh)  $25.95 $23.36
My First Day at School is designed to help reassure and prepare school-age children for that magical first day in an unfamiliar environment. 
It follows the experiences and emotions of four very different children from their first teary farewells to their parents through to the joy of 
making new friends and the discovery that school can be an exciting and enjoyable place, however challenging.

59. Never Take a Bear to School (Mark Sperring and Brita Teckentrup)  $24.99 $22.50
Bears are clumsy. They don’t sit still. They’re much, much bigger than teachers - and they eat SUCH a lot of lunch! Yes, taking a 
bear to school is a BAD idea. But will this little boy find the courage to face the first day of school alone?
With so much to do, like painting, dressing up, storytime, and making new friends, he just might! And Bear? He’ll always be waiting 
at the end of the day, with a great big hug!

60. Starting School (Janet and Allan Ahlberg)  $14.99 $13.50
Starting School is easy and fun with Janet and Allan Ahlberg’s picture-book classics. From first-day nerves to finding your peg, this 
helpful and reassuring read is full of humour for children and parents alike.

61. Starting School (Jane Godwin and Anna Walker)  $24.99 $22.50
Tim, Hannah, Sunita, Joe and Polly are all off to school for the first time. Would you like to meet them and see how they go? There 
are new friends to make, fun ways to learn, and lots of different things to discover.

62. Things I Love About School, The (Trace Moroney)  $14.99 $13.50
There are so many things to love about school.  Bonding with classmates and teachers, and learning so many new things.  

63. Whiffy Wilson the Wolf Who Wouldn’t Go to School (Caryl Hart and Leonie Lord)  $14.99 $13.50
Whiffy Wilson doesn’t know how to hold a pen and has never looked in a book, but fortunately his friend Dotty is on hand to show 
him that school is fun. Soon, Whiffy is in his element, and when he gets a gold star for all his work he realises that school is the 
BEST THING EVER

64. Wombat Goes to School BIG BOOK (Jackie French and Brice Whatley)  $39.99 $31.99
She eats. She sleeps. She scratches. She goes to school... - now in a ‘Big Book’ format! She sleeps. She eats. She scratches - and 
finds a hole. When Mothball discovers a new hole, it unexpectedly leads her to the local school. the children learn that wombats 
love carrots and grass, while Mothball learns that lunch boxes contain very few carrots, that sports sheds can be a good place to 
have a nap, and that when you’re brown and round, it’s not a good idea to get too close to a ball ... NEW

STARTING SCHOOL HOT TOPIC (50-64)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

65. After the Fall (Dan Santat)  $26.99 $24.30
Everyone knows that when Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall, Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. But what happened afterwards? 
Caldecott Medalist Dan Santat’s poignant tale follows Humpty Dumpty, an avid birdwatcher whose favourite place to be is high 
up on the city wall - that is, until after his famous fall. Now terrified of heights, Humpty can longer do many of the things he loves 
most.  Will he summon the courage to face his fear?  This masterful picture book will remind readers of all ages that life begins 
when you get back up.

66. Baabwaa and Wooliam (David Elliott and Melissa Sweet)  $24.99 $22.50
Baabwaa is a sheep who loves to knit. Wooliam is a sheep who loves to read. It sounds a bit boring, but they like it. Then, quite 
unexpectedly, a third sheep shows up. A funny-looking sheep who wears a tattered wool coat and has long, dreadfully decaying 
teeth. Wooliam, being well-read, recognizes their new acquaintance: the Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing! The wolf is so flattered to 
discover his literary reputation precedes him that he stops trying to eat Baabwaa and Wooliam. And a discovery by the sheep turns 
the encounter into an unexpected friendship…

67. Bad Seed, The (John Jory and Pete Oswald)  $19.99 $18.00
This is a book about a bad seed. A baaaaaaaaaad seed. How bad? Do you really want to know?  He has a bad temper, bad manners, 
and a bad attitude. He’s been bad since he can remember! This seed cuts in line every time, stares at everybody and never listens. But 
what happens when one mischievous little seed changes his mind about himself, and decides that he wants to be-happy.

68. Bathroom Boogie (Clare Foges and Al Murphy)  $14.99 $13.50
When the children go to school and the adults are at work the Bathroom Boogie starts up - and all your favourite bathroom friends 
come alive! The shower creates a rain dance, whilst the mouthwash back-flips and the toothbrushes bop and rave to the hot tap’s 
funky beat! Bathroom Boogie is the zany and hilarious rhyming picture book sequel to Kitchen Disco, with exciting illustrations by 
Al Murphy.

69. Boy from Mars (Simon James)  $24.99 $22.50
The day that Stanley’s mum had to go away, he decided to go to Mars. In his place, a not-very-well-behaved Martian arrived. 
He looked just like Stanley, but he wouldn’t eat his vegetables, he wouldn’t clean his teeth and he certainly didn’t play nicely in 
the playground. Dad’s not sure what Mum will think when she gets back. Will the martian still be there, or will the real Stanley 
get back in time?
70. Bruce’s Big Move (Ryan T Higgins)  $29.99 $27.00
After the events of Hotel Bruce, our favorite curmudgeonly bear shares his home with not only his four geese, but three rowdy mice 
besides! Fed up with their shenanigans, Bruce sets off to find a rodent-free household. But as usual, nothing goes quite according 
to plan. . .

71. Chicken in School (Adam Lehrhaupt and Shahar Kober)  $24.99 $22.50
Join Zoey the chicken for a tour of her unusual classroom in this celebration of creativity, friendship, and tasty snacks. When Zoey 
decides to turn the barn into a school and become a teacher, everyone in the barnyard learns that the best part of school is using 
your imagination.
72. Claymates (Dev Petty and Lauren Eldridge)  $22.99 $18.39
Watch the claymates squish, smash, and sculpt themselves into the funniest shapes they can think of--from a peanut to an elephant 
to a blowfish and more--in a crazy competition that will keep young readers giggling. But when the claymates mess themselves up 
beyond repair, they’ll have to work together to fix each other before they’re caught in the act! Kids will laugh themselves silly at the 
antics of these very creative blobs of clay--and they’ll never look at their art projects the same way again.

73. Class One, Farmyard Fun (Julia Jarman and Lynne Chapman)  $24.99 $22.50
Join Class One as they visit a farm. They see all sorts of animal antics, but they don’t notice the bull, knocking the gate down and 
charging after them. But don’t worry, Class One have a plan to contain him, armed only with a large pair of red knickers…
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74. Draw the Line (Kathryn Otoshi)  $26.99 $24.30
When two boys draw their own lines and realize they can connect them together, magic happens!  But a misstep causes their lines 
to get crossed. Push! Pull! Tug! Yank! Soon their line unravels into an angry tug-of-war. With a growing rift between them, will the 
boys ever find a way to come together again? Acclaimed author/illustrator Kathryn Otoshi uses black and white illustrations with 
thoughtful splashes of colour to create a powerful, multi-layered statement about friendship, boundaries, and healing after conflict.

75. Elephant in the Room, The (James Thorpe and Angus Mackinnon)  $24.99 $22.50
It starts with an “oops”, a ”look out” and a “crash” then in walks Father Giant with his quivering moustache... Someone has 
smashed Father Giant’s favourite elephant. It wasn’t Olive and her brother Grub. Nor was it the naughty newt, the laughing lady or 
the yucky yak. So WHO is the culprit? A magnificently madcap mystery that will keep readers guessing until the very end.

76. Elmer and the Tune (David McKee)  $24.99 $22.50
When Rose meets Elmer she’s humming a tune, a tune she just can’t get out of her head. When she leaves, Elmer realises he can’t 
get the tune out of his head either – and as he crosses the jungle he can see the infectious tune spreading to every animal Rose 
has met! Can Elmer help everyone get rid of it?

77. Fergal is Fuming (Robert Starling)  $24.99 $22.50
A dragon with a short temper is not a good combination, as Fergal’s family and friends soon find out. He burns the dinner (literally), 
reduces the football goal to ashes and absolutely cannot play a nice, quiet board game. It is only when he starts to notice other 
animals have clever tricks to calm down that Fergal begins to win back his friends, especially when he discovers dragons can cool 
off in a very handy way.

78. Goodnight Mr Panda (Steve Antony)  $24.99 $19.99
Mr Panda and his friends are getting ready for bed. But some won’t brush their teeth, others won’t have a bath, and one won’t 
even wear pyjamas! It’s down to Mr Panda to show them how to do bedtime properly.
79. I’ll Wait, Mr Panda  $14.99 $13.50  81. Thank You, Mr Panda  $15.99 $14.40 
80. Please, Mr Panda  $14.99 $13.50
82. Hide and Seek (Anthony Browne)  $24.99 $19.99
When their dog goes missing, Cy and Poppy play hide and seek to distract themselves. Poppy counts to ten and looks for Cy 
- but she can’t find him anywhere. But then there’s a rustling from the woods – maybe someone else can help her find him…?  
A reassuring tale of sibling love by the master Anthony Browne.

83. I Love My Dinosaur (Giles Andreae and Emma Dodd)  $24.99 $22.50
There are many different types of families but none so unusual as this one - it includes a dinosaur! It’s not every day that a dinosaur 
takes up residence! Of course, it’s lots of fun because dinosaur loves to join in. He loves to bake and paint, he adores singing and 
skipping and he thinks school is really great. But dinosaurs are different, for one thing they are very big and sometimes very clumsy, 
so wherever dinosaur goes chaos is always sure to follow . . . 

84. I’m Not Scared Book (Todd Parr)  $12.99 $11.70
Sometimes I’m scared of dogs. I’m not scared when they give me kisses. Sometimes I’m scared I will make a mistake. I’m not 
scared when I know I tried my best. With his signature blend of playfulness and sensitivity, Todd Parr explores the subject of all 
things scary and assures readers that all of us are afraid sometimes. Through vibrant illustrations and whimsical yet heartfelt text, 
this book is sure to inspire kids everywhere to face their fears and declare, “I’m not scared!”

85. I Want to be in a Scary Story (Sean Taylor and Jean Jullien)  $24.99 $22.50
Monster wants to be in a scary story - but is he brave enough? Scary stories have creepy witches and creaky stairs and dark 
hallways and spooky shadows... Oh my goodness me! That is very scary. Maybe, a funny story would be better after all? Brilliantly 
interactive, children will delight in the wickedly funny turn-of-the-pages, see themselves in the goofy, unconventional monster, and 
revel in the bold, hilarious illustration of celebrated graphic artist, Jean Jullien.

86. It Takes a Village (Hillary Rodham Clinton and Marla Frazee)  $24.99 $19.99
Inspired by the themes of her classic bestselling book It Takes a Village, Secretary of State and Democratic Presidential nominee 
Hillary Rodham Clinton’s first picture book tells a heartwarming and universal story of how a community coming together can make 
a difference. All kinds of people working together, playing together, and living together makes their village a better place and many 
villages coming together can make a better world.

87. I Won’t Eat That (Christopher Silas Neal)  $24.99 $22.50
Cat has no idea what he wants — until it’s right in front of him.  Cat is very hungry. But cat food is dry and dull and not at all 
yummy. So what in the world should Cat eat instead? Turtle eats worms, but worms are too wiggly. Fox eats rabbits, but rabbits 
are too bouncy. What everyone else loves to eat is thoroughly unappetizing to Cat. Until, by chance, the thing Cat really wants to 
eat appears right in front of him. What could it be? Christopher Silas Neal’s retro-style illustrations and easy-to-follow story are the 
perfect match for even the pickiest eaters — and the patient souls that feed them.

88. La La La: A Story of Hope (Kate DiCamillo and Jaime Kim)  $19.99 $18.00
In this nearly wordless story, Flora and Ulysses’ Kate DiCamillo and illustrator Jaime Kim convey a lonely child’s longing for a friend. 
“La la la...” A little girl stands alone and sings, but hears no response. Gathering her courage and her curiosity, she skips further 
out into the world, singing away to the trees and the pond and the reeds – but no song comes back to her. Day passes into night, 
and the girl dares to venture into the darkness toward the light of the moon, climbing as high as she can... Now, will she be heard? 
With a subtle palette and captivating expressiveness, Jaime Kim brings to life an endearing character and a transcendent landscape 
that invite readers along on an emotionally satisfying journey.

89. Lines (Suzy Lee)  $29.99 $27.00
It starts with a line. Whether made by the tip of a pencil or the blade of a skate, the magic starts there. And magic once again flows 
from the pencil and imagination of internationally acclaimed artist Suzy Lee. This seemingly simple story about a young skater on a 
frozen pond will charm the youngest of readers while simultaneously astounding book enthusiasts of any age. Wordless Picture 
Book

90. LMNO Pea-Quel (Keith Barker)  $19.99 $18.00
The peas have rolled through the uppercase letters, numbers, colors, and the months of the year. Now they’re back with all of their 
signature jaunty and joyful perfect-for-preschoolers energy in this sequel to LMNO Peas. Like the first book, this one is filled with 
unique jobs, activities, roles, and hobbies. But this time the peas are bouncing through the lowercase alphabet! With an exuberant 
rhyming text and playful pea-packed illustrations, learning the alphabet has never been so much fun.

91. Looking for Yesterday (Alison Jay)  $24.99 $19.99
Alison Jay explores a child’s fear of tomorrow. How can tomorrow ever be as good as today?  A little boy puts all his scientific 
knowledge to use, trying to work out how to go faster than the speed of light and make time go backwards. His grandfather 
discovers him exploring the wormholes in the garden, looking for Professor Hawking’s shortcut - and reassures him that tomorrow 
will hold great experiences, which will become new treasured memories.

92. Madeline Finn and the Library Dog (Lisa Papp)  $24.99 $22.50
Madeline Finn does not like to read. Not books. Not magazines. Not even the menu on the ice cream van. Fortunately, Madeline 
meets Bonnie, a library dog. Reading aloud to Bonnie isn’t so bad. When Madeline Finn gets stuck, Bonnie doesn’t mind. As it 
turns out, it’s fun to read when you’re not afraid of making mistakes. Bonnie teaches Madeline Finn that it’s Okay to go slow, to 
keep trying, and to get support from a friend. A beautiful, reassuring, story for all those struggling to read. 

93. Malala’s Magic Pencil (Malala Yousafzai)  $24.99 $22.50
As a child in Pakistan, Malala made a wish for a magic pencil that she could use to redraw reality. She would use it to give gifts 
to her family, to erase the smell from the rubbish dump near her house, to sleep an extra hour in the morning. As she grew older, 
Malala wished for bigger and bigger things. She saw a world that needed fixing. And even if she never found a magic pencil, Malala 
realized that she could still work hard every day to make her wishes come true. This beautifully illustrated picture book tells Malala’s 
story, in her own words, for a younger audience and shows them the worldview that allowed her to hold on to hope and to make 
her voice heard even in the most difficult of times.
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94. Meg and the Romans (Davis Walser and Jan Pienkowski)  $14.99 $13.50
Meg and Mog meet a new friend - a Roman who is in need of help! But will Meg’s spell get him to London? Find out in this colourful 
new adventure and find out more about what Romans were really like . . .The Meg and Mog books have been entertaining children 
for nearly forty-five years; with their vibrant and unique artwork - they are perfect for sharing together, reading alone, and exploring 
the colours, shapes and characters in the pictures.

95. Moon (Britta Teckentrup)  $24.99 $22.50
Have you ever wondered why the moon shines in the night-time sky? As the moon waxes and wanes above, the world below is full 
of busy night-time creatures; from turtles laying their eggs on white sandy beaches, to migrating birds using the moon to navigate 
their way to sunnier climes. Turn the peek-through pages to see the moon change shape as it goes through the lunar cycle.

96. Oi Cat! (Kes Gray and Jim Field)  $24.99 $19.99
According to Frog . . .Cats sit on gnats. Dogs sit on logs. Raccoons sit on macaroons. Armadillos sit on pillows and Chicks sit 
on bricks. But wait! Cat doesn’t like sitting on gnats, they keep biting his bottom! Will Frog and Dog help him change the rules?
97. Oi Frog  $15.99 $14.40 98. Oi Dog  $15.99 $14.40
99. Oi Frog! BIG BOOK (Kes Gray)  $45.00 $36.00
A big book edition of this bestselling picture book, perfect for the classroom. Jam-packed with the silliest of animals, this rhyming 
story will have the youngest of readers in fits of laughter.  Cats sit on mats, hares sit on chairs, mules sit on stools and gofers sit 
on sofas, but Frog does not want to sit on a log! 

100.  Pout-Pout Fish and the Bully-Bully Shark, The  
(Deborah Diesen and Dan Hanna)  $24.99 $22.50

Mr. Fish and his pals are having fun at the park, but they’re interrupted by a bully of a shark! Will their day be ruined by the Bully-Bully 
Shark’s mean words? Or will Mr. Fish find the courage to stand up for himself and his friends, and make respect-and-kindness rules 
everyone can follow—even sharks? Little guppies are sure to smile at this new Pout-Pout installment about friendship, courage, 
and finding your voice.

101. Run, Elephant, Run (Patricia McCarthy)  $24.99 $22.50
When a storm BURSTS in the rainforest, Little Elephant can’t find his mother anywhere. And now a tiger is coming his way... Run, 
Little Elephant, run! An exciting adventure set in the Indonesian rainforest, with 36 rainforest creatures to spot along the way.

102. Say Zooop! (Herve Tullet)  $22.99 $20.70
Best-selling author Herve Tullet extends an irresistible invitation to young children to whisper, sing and shout their way through 
another magical book experience. Let’s make some noise! Shout OH! Whisper AH! Say ZOOP!  Simply turn the page to embark 
on a magical journey of sound, colour, motion and imagination.

103. Scarface Claw, Hold Tight! (Lynley Dodd)  $19.99 $15.99
It is a peaceful morning and Scarface Claw is happily snoozing in a spot in the sun, tail curled around and feet tucked in. Suddenly, 
there was a shudder and sway, the whirr of an engine, then off and away. And then off goes the truck down the drive - with Scarface 
ON TOP! Clinging on to the roof of the truck, Scarface zips along streets with his owner, Tom, oblivious to his rooftop passenger 
and everyone trying to get his attention as he drives along ... who will come to poor Scarface Claw’s rescue?

Please see below for all other Lynley Dodd titles that are currently in print at  $14.99 $13.50ea
104. Hairy Maclary and Zachary Quack 114. Scarface Claw 
105. Hairy Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy 115. Schnitzel Von Krumm, Dogs Never Climb Trees 
106. Hairy Maclary, Hat Tricks 116. Slinky Malinki 
107. Hairy Maclary, Scattercat 117. Slinky Malinki, Catflaps 
108. Hairy Maclary, Shoo! 118. Slinky Malinki, Early Bird 
109. Hairy Maclary, Sit 119. Slinky Malinki, Open the Door 
110. Hairy Maclary’s Bone 120. Dudgeon is Coming 
111. Hairy Maclary’s Caterwaul Caper 121. My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes 
112. Hairy Maclary’s Rumpus at the Vet 122. Nickle Nackle Tree 
113. Hairy Maclary’s Showbusiness  123. Smallest Turtle
124. Skin Again (Bell Hooks and Chris Raschka)  $26.99 $24.30
The skin I’m in is just a covering. It cannot tell my story. The skin I’m in is just a covering. If you want to know who I am, you have 
got to come inside and open your heart way wide. Celebrating all that makes us unique and different, Skin Again offers new ways to 
talk about race and identity. Race matters, but only so much - what’s most important is who we are on the inside. Looking beyond 
skin, going straight to the heart, we find in each other the treasures stored down deep. Learning to cherish those treasures, to be 
all we imagine ourselves to be, makes us free. This award-winning book, with its myriad of faces, introduces a strong message of 
loving yourself and others.

125. Stardust (Jeanne Willis and Briony May Smith)  $24.99 $22.50
One little girl dreams of being a star. But whether it’s finding Mum’s lost wedding ring or winning the fancy-dress prize, her big sister 
always shines brighter. Yet for her grandad she is a star, and as he dries her eyes and they both gaze up at the night sky, he tells 
a story, the story of the beginning of the world. Everything and everyone is made of stardust, and we all shine in different ways. 
It’s a lesson this little girl will never forget... and one day her dream comes true, and she finally realises her ambition to become an 
astronaut and fly to the moon.

126. Swapsies (Fiona Roberton)  $24.99 $22.50
Fang’s favourite toy is Sock - he loves it more than anything. But when his friends bring along shiny trains and bouncy balls, Fang 
soon swaps his favourite toy for something more exciting. Will Sock and Fang be re-united?

127. Ten Little Superheroes (Mike Brownlow and Simon Rickerty)  $15.99 $14.40
Evil super villain Monstro and his dastardly League of Bad Guys look set to destroy the city, will the Super Hero Kids have the super 
powers to defeat them? This series offers familiar settings and popular characters, with lots of things to spot and count on every 
page in a variety of action packed settings, set within a clever reworking of a traditional counting rhyme, weaving a clever tale which 
provides a rich and effective first step to learning.

128. They Came From Planet Zabalooloo! (Sean Taylor and Kate Hindley)  $24.99 $22.50
Boron, Bazoo and Zob are three extra-terrestrials on a mission. They’re going to take something brilliant from Earth and bring it back 
to their home planet, Zabalooloo. Something like ... an enormous elephant! But this goofy, giddy trio are simply too overexcited - 
they’re never going to catch anything if they keep wiggle-woggle dancing, taking selfies and shouting, “Ooh la la!”.

129. This Zoo is Not For You (Ross Collins)  $19.99 $18.00
When a small platypus applies for a vacancy at the zoo, he is taken on a rigorous interview process. But he’s far too bland for 
the chameleons, not nearly graceful enough for the flamingos, and his tricks, quite frankly, will never impress the monkeys. So, 
disappointed, he leaves. But soon the animals regret being so unkind and join together to welcome him to the zoo… Leading to 
a very fun party on his Platybus!

130. Troll Stroll (Elli Woollard and David Barrow)  $24.99 $22.50
A fantastically funny modern twist on the Three Billy Goats Gruff story... with vehicles!  The Troll is fed up with eating boring old 
goats, so off he strolls in search of some scrumptious children. But the little boy on the bike insists that the four children in the car 
behind him would be FAR tastier than him. And – look! –those children in the school bus behind would be yummier still... But the 
children in the big digger are looking hungry, too. It’s time for that terrible Troll to make a quick exit!

131. Trucks Galore (Peter Stein and Bob Staake)  $24.99 $22.50
Trucks and MORE trucks! Open-door trucks! Heavy-load trucks! Shake-the-road trucks! Whether hauling dirt or carrying treats, 
hurrying to put out a fire or hailing from outer space, this endless array of big, noisy vehicles is a dream parade for every child who 
loves trucks. Revved up by Peter Stein’s rhythmic verse, combined with Bob Staake’s warm and witty illustrations, this is a road 
trip kids will want to take again and again.
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132. Ugly Five, The (Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler)  $24.99 $19.99
Who’s that singing on the savanna? It’s the top-five ugly animals in Africa! The wildebeest, warthog, vulture, hyena and 
marabou stork swagger proudly across the savanna, rejoicing in their ugliness-and delighting their babies, who think they’re 
perfect just the way they are. Inspired by the real-life Ugly Five safari animals, Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s brand-new 
picture book is a jubilant celebration of animals who are often rather unloved. The funny, heart-warming rhyme is a joy to read 
aloud, while bold, comical illustrations bring the savanna spectacularly to life.
133. Unplugged (Steve Antony)  $24.99 $22.50
BLIP spends all day plugged into her computer, playing games and having fun. But when there is a POWER CUT, Blip goes 
down the stairs and out the front door, where she discovers playing games and having fun . . . OUTSIDE. Isn’t it wonderful to be 
UNPLUGGED?

134. What’s Next Door? Step Inside and See! (Nicola O’Byrne)  $24.99 $22.50
Help Carter the crocodile find his way home in this interactive picture book. Carter, the crocodile hero of Open Very Carefully, is 
back and he’s NOT happy. All he wants to do is find his way home, but he can’t get there by himself – he needs YOUR help! In 
this unique interactive book, with brilliantly designed die-cut pages, children are encouraged to take part in the story, to create a 
door in the page and use their imagination to guide Carter into new environments. But will he ever escape and find his way home?

135. What This Story Needs Is a Vroom and a Zoom (Emma J Virjan)  $14.99 $13.50
What this story needs is a pig in a wig, rushing to her car, dashing into place, ready to start the cross-country race!  Pig zooms off 
and takes the lead! But oh no...there’s a thud, a plop, and a hisssss, and Pig gets stuck in the mud. Will she be able to get back 
on track and finish the race?

136. Wolf, the Duck and the Mouse, The (Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen)  $24.99 $22.50
When a woeful mouse is swallowed by a wolf, he quickly learns he is not alone: a duck has already set up digs, and, boy, has 
that duck got it figured out! Turns out it’s pretty nice in there, with delicious food and elegant table settings, courtesy of the wolf’s 
unchecked gluttony. And there’s something even better: no more fear of being eaten by a wolf! In fact, life is pretty good, until a 
hunter shows up. . . . 

137. Word Play (Adam Lehrhaupt and Jared Chapman)  $24.99 $22.50
This sneaky lesson about the parts of speech is also a delightful story about playground competition and new friends! When the 
parts of speech gather on the playground, Verb is always the star. She can climb! She can frolic! She can DO anything! Her friends 
Adjective, Adverb, and Interjection all watch admiringly. WOW! says Interjection. Then Noun comes along ― and Noun can BE 
anything. A person! A place! Even a thing! PRETTY! says Interjection. The other parts of speech are fascinated by this new kid, and 
Verb doesn’t like it one bit. But when a new threat menaces the playground, Noun can’t move! There’s only one part of speech who 
can DO something about it ... and that might allow Noun and Verb to BE something together: friends.

138. World is Not a Rectangle, The (Jeannette Winter) $26.99 $24.30
Get to know Zaha Hadid in this nonfiction picture book about the famed architect’s life and her triumph over adversity from 
celebrated author-illustrator Jeanette Winter.  Zaha Hadid grew up in Baghdad, Iraq, and dreamed of designing her own cities. 
After studying architecture in London, she opened her own studio and started designing buildings. But as a Muslim woman, Hadid 
faced many obstacles. Determined to succeed, she worked hard for many years, and achieved her goals—and now you can see 
the buildings Hadid has designed all over the world.

139. Zip! Zoom! On a Broom (Teri Sloat and Rosalinde Bonnett)  $22.99 $20.70
One goes zip, two go zoom. Three witches glide from room to room. So begins this witchy counting story. Counting up from 1 to 
10 and back down again, ten witches jump on a broom--and then fall off one by one! Written in pitch-perfect rhyme, and full of fun 
read-aloud energy that will have kids memorizing lines and clamoring to read the book again and again, this book hits the mash-up 
sweet spot between perennially important concept and growing holiday promotional moment.

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

140. 2 Stinky: Stinky Street Stories (Alex Ratt)  $14.99 $13.50ea
There was a smell on Stinky Street...and it was awfully, abominably odorous. From smelly sewers to pongy penguins, there’s 
always a rotten reek on Stinky Street. So put some pickles up your nose and join Brian and his friend Nerf for a brand-new 
series of revoltingly runk, truly toxious and sickeningly smell-odorous adventures.
141. Stinky Street Stories #1
142. 48 Hours #1: Vanishing, The (Gabrielle Lord)  $14.99 $11.99
One kidnapping. One cold case. Two amateur investigators. Only 48 hours to solve the crime . . . Jazz’s best friend Anika has 
been kidnapped! She can’t call the cops, so Jazz forges a shaky truce with her brilliant nemesis, Phoenix, to help her investigate. 
Together, they uncover clues and crime scene evidence. Sneaking into a forensic lab, they test DNA, fingerprints and more, to 
piece the clues together. The results are shocking. Could it really lead to a twenty-year-old murder case? In a race against time, 
Jazz and Phoenix only have 48 HOURS to collect the evidence, profile the kidnapper and find their schoolmate’s location, or Anika 
will die. The clock is ticking . . .

143. Alice-Miranda #16: Alice-Miranda in Hollywood (Jacqueline Harvey)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Lights, camera, action! Yeehaw! Alice-Miranda and her friends are off to Hollywood to take part in Lawrence Ridley’s new movie. 
It’s a western with a twist, and they’ll be shooting some scenes on location at the picturesque Grand Canyon. Everyone’s excited 
to get a sneak peek of the glitz and glamour of show business - especially Caprice! On set, however, there is high drama with tears 
and tantrums, romance and a string of suspicious mishaps. Is there a villain lurking behind the scenes, or could the rumours of a 
curse be true? Alice-Miranda is determined to get to the bottom of the mystery before tensions explode. For all titles in this series 
type ALICE-MIRANDA in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
144. Alice-Miranda at School #1 151. Alice-Miranda Shines Bright #8
145. Alice-Miranda on Holidays #2 152. Alice-Miranda in Japan #9
146. Alice-Miranda Takes the Lead #3 153. Alice-Miranda at Camp #10
147. Alice-Miranda at Sea #4  154. Alice-Miranda at the Palace #11
148. Alice-Miranda in New York #5 155. Alice-Miranda in the Alps #12
149. Alice-Miranda Shows the Way #6 156. Alice-Miranda to the Rescue #13
150. Alice-Miranda in Paris #7 157. Alice-Miranda in China #14
 158. Alice-Miranda Holds the Key #15
159. Ateban Cipher Novel #1: Book of Secrets, The (Al Tait)  $14.99 $13.50
What’s the secret of the book, and why is it so valuable? These are the questions Gabe must answer when a dying man hands 
him a coded manuscript with one instruction: take it to Aidan. Gabe is hurled into a quest that takes him beyond his monastery 
home and into a world of danger, political intrigue and adventure. As he seeks to decipher the code and find a mystery man who 
may not even exist, Gabe learns that survival must be earned and that some of life’s biggest lessons are not found in books. Gabe 
finds himself questioning everything he knows about right and wrong and wondering if he’ll ever find a way back home. He also 
discovers that the biggest secret of all may be his own.

160. Bad Guys #6: Alien vs Bad Guys (Aaron Blabey)  $14.99 $11.99
One by one, the Bad Guys are vanishing. TAKEN by a creature with way too many teeth and far too many bottoms.  Is this the 
end? Maybe. But will it be funny? You bet your butts it will!
161. Bad Guys, The #1  $14.99 $13.50  164. Bad Guys: Attack of the Zittens #4  $14.99 $13.50 
162. Bad Guys: Mission Unpluckable #2  $14.99 $13.50  165. Bad Guys: Intergalactic Gas #5  $14.99 $13.50 
163. Bad Guys: Furball Strikes Back #3  $14.99 $13.50

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (65-139)
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166-173. Big Bash League (Michael Panckridge)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Like a Big Bash League match, this junior fiction series is explosive, entertaining and action-packed!
166. Switch-Hit Showdown #1 170. Academy Smash #5 NEW
167. Captains’ Clash #2 171. Championship Dash #6 NEW
168. Double Delivery #3  172. Representative Clash #7 NEW
169. Bowling Blitz #4  173. Carnival Splash #8 NEW
174. Brotherband #7: Caldera, The (John Flanagan)  $18.99 $17.10ea
Hal and the brotherband are back home in Hallasholm when a knock on the door brings an unexpected visitor: Stig’s long-absent 
father, Olaf. The Empress of Byzantos’s son has been kidnapped by pirates, and palace guard commander Olaf has been held 
responsible. The only way to redeem himself is to rescue the boy. Olaf needs a ship and a crew, and he has nowhere else to turn. 
The pirates’ fortress is on an island, where a collapsed volcano has left a caldera of towering cliffs surrounding a deep lagoon. There 
is only one way up or down – and the pirates have the key…
175. Outcasts, The #1 177. Hunters, The #3 179. Scorpion Mountain #5
176. Invaders, The #2 178. Slaves of Sorocco #4 180. Ghostfaces, The #6
181-186. D-Bot Squad (Mac Park and James Hart)  $9.99 $9.00ea
A super-exciting series about DINOSAUR ROBOTS for first readers...from the creators of the bestselling Boy vs Beast series. 
A world kids will love, using words they can read.
181. Dino Hunter #1  183. Double Trouble #3 185. Stack Attack #5 NEW
182. Sky High #2 184. Big Stink #4 186. Deep Dive #6 NEW
187.  Dr Boogaloo and the Girl Who Lost Her Laughter (Lisa Nicol and Daniel Gray-Barnett)  $19.99 $18.00
Dr Boogaloo was no ordinary doctor. Not at all like the one you might visit if you had a sore tummy. No, Dr Boogaloo was a very 
different type of doctor. He treated folks who suffered from rather unusual complaints. And how did he treat them? Why, with the 
most powerful medicine known to mankind . . . Music! Blue was no ordinary girl. For starters, her name was Blue. But what was 
truly extraordinary about Blue was the fact that she hadn’t laughed for 712 days. Can Dr Boogaloo compose a cure before Blue 
loses her laughter forever? Hardback

188. Dungzilla (James Foley)  $14.99 $13.50
Sally Tinker – creator of Brobot and the world’s foremost inventor under the age of twelve – is back. Sally has built a machine 
capable of enlarging any object, but when she tries resizing a slice of pizza she accidentally enlarges a dung beetle to scary 
proportions. As the hungry beetle rolls itself a dung ball large enough to crush an entire town, Sally races to fix her new machine 
but not before Sally’s baby brother Joe makes himself enormous and saves the day. Unfortunately Joe can’t be shrunk down 
immediately, and he desperately needs a nappy change.
189. Brobot  $14.99 $13.50
190. Ella and Olivia: Best Friends Stories (Yvette Poshoglian and Danielle McDonald)  $16.99 $15.30
Meet Ella and Olivia. Big Sister. Little Sister. Best Friends. Follow Ella and Olivia in six all-new stories as they get ready for a big 
talent show, have a very messy pet party, learn to ice-skate and lots more! The best adventures are the ones you have with your 
best friends. Hardback

191. Extremely Inconvenient Adventures Of Bronte Mettlestone, The  (Jaclyn Moriarty)  $22.99 $18.39
Bronte Mettlestone’s parents ran away to have adventures when she was a baby, leaving her to be raised by her Aunt Isabelle and 
the Butler. She’s had a perfectly pleasant childhood of afternoon teas and riding lessons - and no adventures, thank you very much.  
But Bronte’s parents have left extremely detailed (and bossy) instructions for Bronte in their will. The instructions must be followed 
to the letter, or disaster will befall Bronte’s home. Now, armed with only her parents’ instructions, a chest full of strange gifts and 
her own strong will, Bronte must journey forth to face dragons, Chief Detectives and pirates - and that there might be something 
more to her quest than meets the eye…Hardback

192. Figgy Takes the City #3 (Tamsin Janu)  $16.99 $13.59
Both Nana and Figgy receive scholarships to attend the Hope College in Ghana’s big city, Accra. Figgy and Nana will have to leave 
behind the village and family they love, meet lots of new people and learn new things. Figgy does not want to go, but Grandma 
Ama says she must. But Nana begins acting strange and he will not tell Figgy what he is doing when he disappears from school 
on the weekends. When Figgy follows him one day, to a place that is scary and sad, she must convince him that he will always be 
a part of her family, no matter where he comes from. 
193. Figgy in the World #1  $15.99 $14.40 194. Figgy and the President #2  $15.99 $14.40
195-197. Game Day (Patty Mills)  $14.99 $11.99ea
A fantastic and fun basketball series by Australian Olympian and NBA star Patty Mills that will entertain young readers, inspire kids 
to achieve their goals through sport, and showcase Patty’s pride in his Indigenous heritage.

195. Patty Hits the Court #1 196. Patty and the Shadows #2  197. Patty Takes Charge #3 NEW
198. Ginger Green, Play Date Queen: Naughty Nice Friend, The (Kim Kane)  $5.00 $4.50
So many things can go wrong on a play date. Isla won’t share? Maisy is naughty? Edgar doesn’t do dress-ups? Don’t worry – stick 
with Ginger and you’ll have a ball!  Ginger is playing with Olivia today – and it’s Christmas Eve!  But will the girls end up on Santa’s 
Naughty List? For all titles in this series type GINGER GREEN in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

199. Girl, the Dog and the Writer in Rome, The (Katrina Nannestad)  $16.99 $15.30
He’s the world’s vaguest novelist. She’s a shy and unusual child. Together, they’re travelling the world, one book a time. For the first 
ten years of Freja’s life, she and her mother Clementine have roamed the Arctic in search of zoological wonders. Happy, content, 
together. Freja and Clem. Clem and Freja. But now, everything is changing, and Clementine must send Freja away to live with her old 
friend Tobias, a bestselling crime writer and, quite possibly, the most absent-minded man on earth. Tobias isn’t used to life with a child, 
and Freja isn’t used to people at all, but together they’ll stumble into an Italian adventure so big that it will change things forever ... 

200. Hectic Electric #2: Rise of the Bread Baby (Joshie Lefers and Wayne Bryant)  $12.99 $11.70ea
This madcap comedy-adventure series is completely hectic – and also heart-warming, ridiculously funny and wildly addictive!  What 
do you get when you mix a strand of hair, some gingerbread mixture and a super-fancy robot-droid? A gingerbread bot-baby, of 
course!  Finally, Joshie gets the little sister he always wanted – but she’s a little, um, different to how he imagined ...
201. Hectic Electric #1: How to Hypnotise a Droid 
202. Horizon #2: Deadzone (Jennifer A Nielsen)  $14.99 $13.50
The survivors have made it out of the jungle, but they may be sorry they ever left when they stumble upon a whole new ecosystem, 
populated with entirely new threats. And the greatest threat of all may come from within. Because one of the kids is changing…

203. Horizon #1 (Scott Westerfeld)  $9.99 $9.00
204. Kizmet #3: Kizmet and the Case of the Pirate Treasure (Frank Woodley)  $12.99 $11.70ea
When IMPACT headquarters are attacked and a fellow agent is kidnapped Kizmet, Gretchen and Detective Spencer are sent to 
investigate the daring crime. They’re plunged into the age-old world of looting pirates and secret treasure. Can the gang solve the 
ancient riddle before the deadly deadline?
205. Kizmet and the Case of the Smashed Violin #1 
206. Kizmet and the Case of the Tassie Tiger #2
207. Laugh Your Head Off Again and Again (Compilation)  $19.99 $18.00ea
9 authors 9 stories to make you laugh your head off again and again! A scary shower + three twisty little pigs + a choose your own 
adventure + a Halloween chicken + a demonic clown + an unexpected gift + terrible twins + a famous dancing dog + a running 
race like no other = one hilarious book.  Hardback
208. Laugh Your Head Off 209. Laugh Your Head Off Again
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210. Maybe (Morris Gleitzman)  $19.99 $15.99
1946. Europe is in ruins. Millions of people dream of finding happiness somewhere else. Fourteen year old Felix is one of them. 
When he’s offered a journey to Australia, he seizes the opportunity. So does someone very dear to him, even though she wasn’t 
actually invited. They have high hopes for Australia, and their dramatic arrival there makes them want to stay. But before Felix and 
Anya can embrace the love and friendship of their new land, they must confront the murderous urge for revenge still alive in the old. 
Felix knows he hasn’t faced anything like this before. He may not survive, but he’s hoping he will. Maybe. Ages 13+
211. Once $16.99 $15.30 213. Now $19.99 $18.00 215. Soon $19.99 $18.00 
212. Then $19.99 $18.00 214. After $19.99 $18.00
216. Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables (Tim Harris and James Hart)  $14.99 $13.50
He’s the only person who isn’t afraid of Canteen Carol.  I heard he swam in piranha-infested waters in the Amazon. He lets us use 
our phones in class! Is his spark-maker beetle really that dangerous? I heard he drank yak’s milk in Mongolia. My mum says he 
used to be in the circus.  He’s the only teacher who cooks us breakfast. The class in Room 12B has a new teacher, and nothing 
is ever going to be the same…Ages 9+

217. Mysterious World of Cosentino: Missing Ace, The (Jack Heath)  $9.99 $9.00
Dangling on a burning rope while chained above a tank full of hungry sharks... there’s only one hero who can beat those odds... 
COSENTINO, THE GRAND ILLUSIONIST! Cosentino’s performances at his run-down old theatre attract the wrong kind of attention 
when the Ace of Spades dashes through the door, begging to be saved from the clutches of the evil two-headed King! When 
Cosentino is captured, he’s thrown into the dungeon at the bottom of the castle, from which no one has ever escaped. This would 
be the trick of his life...if he can pull it off!

218. Nevermoor #1: Trials of Morrigan Crow, The (Jessica Townsend)  $16.99 $15.30
A breathtaking, enchanting new series by debut Australian author Jessica Townsend. Morrigan Crow is cursed. Born on an unlucky 
day, she is blamed for all local misfortunes and, worst of all, the curse means that Morrigan is doomed to die at midnight on 
Eventide. But as Morrigan awaits her fate, a strange and remarkable man named Jupiter North appears. Chased by black-smoke 
hounds and shadowy hunters on horseback, he whisks her away into the safety of a secret, magical city called Nevermoor. It’s there 
that Morrigan discovers Jupiter has chosen her to contend for a place in the city’s most prestigious organisation: the Wundrous 
Society. In order to join, she must compete in four difficult and dangerous trials against hundreds of other children, each boasting 
an extraordinary talent that sets them apart. Except for Morrigan, who doesn’t seem to have any special talent at all. To stay in the 
safety of Nevermoor for good, Morrigan will need to find a way to pass the tests - or she’ll have to leave the city to confront her 
deadly fate. Ages 9+

219. Opposite Land: Graphic Novel (Charlotte Rose Hamlyn)  $14.99 $13.50
An exciting and unforgettable graphic novel that takes you on a magical adventure to a place where everything is never as it 
seems…Welcome to Opposite Land! After the worst day ever, Steve discovers a strange book written upside down and back to 
front. That night, when its words become mysteriously clear and Steve begins to read them, she’s transported to the topsy-turvy 
world in the book. In this extraordinarily peculiar place, roads float in mid-air, people live in giant snail shells and monsters are made 
of pasta! But all that will change once Emperor Never gets his way and destroys Opposite Land for good. Can Steve help restore 
Opposite Land to its former glory and find her way back home? 

220-223. Play Like a Girl (Jo Stanley)  $12.99 $11.70ea
The series begins with the coming together of the new Millsborough West Youth Girls Football Team. The Flyers will bring 18 girls 
together, from different schools, different backgrounds and with differing skills and footy experience, all under the kind but eccentric 
leadership of their coach Shawna McKinnon, whose team building and training methods seem weird and often hilarious to the 
girls. The Milly West Flyers are a true reflection of the suburb they live in. Of the 18 that join to make up the full side, 6 girls bond 
quickly, and it’s these 6 girls that the series focuses on. Each book is told from the perspective of one of these 6, all with a very 
different take on footy.
220. Bring It On! 221. Dream Team! 222. Smashing It! 223. Totally Epic!
224. Quest of the Sunfish #3: Skeleton Coast (Mardi McConnochie)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The adventures of the Sunfish conclude as twins, Annalie and Will, discover the truth of what was behind their father’s 
disappearance and face even more dangers on land than they did at sea.  Annalie and Will’s father, Spinner, is still on the run from 
the Admiralty. With their friends, Essie and Pod, and the talking parrot, Graham, their journey has taken them through dangerous 
waters, ferocious storms and marooned on abandoned islands. They’ve come heartbreakingly close to Spinner, only to be driven 
apart once again by their old nemesis, Beckett. While the Sunfishcrew loses precious days to yet another pirate attack, Spinner is 
fleeing south, to the mysterious land of Sundia. What awaits them beyond Sundia’s Skeleton Coast - the greatest danger they have 
yet faced, or answers and journey’s end at last?  
225. Escape to the Moon Islands #1 226. Castle in the Sea, The #2
227.  Sage Cookson #6: Sage Cookson’s Christmas Ghost  

(Sally Murphy and Celeste Hume)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Sage and her parents fly to Perth to film chef Myra making the largest ever pavlova for Christmas. But a ghostly presence threatens 
to interfere with Myra’s plans. 
228. Sage Cookson’s Sweet Escape #1 231. Sage Cookson’s Singapore Sensation #4 
229. Sage Cookson’s Ring of Truth #2 232. Sage Cookson’s Literary Launch #5 
230. Sage Cookson’s Fishy Surprise #3
233. Secrets We Share (Nova Weetman)  $16.95 $15.26ea
You’ve probably figured out by now that I love this tree. I love it because it’s no longer beautiful, no longer a tree that would stop a 
tourist, begging to be photographed. And I love it because it reminds me of my mum. Clem is slowly rebuilding her life after a house 
fire destroyed everything. She’s about to start high school with her best friends, Bridge and Ellie, and she’s happy living with her 
dad in their tiny flat. So when her mum unexpectedly moves back in, Clem feels like there’s no space for her anymore. But then she 
meets Matt, a funny and rebellious fourteen-year-old who has family troubles of his own. Clem feels like she can tell him anything 
… all except her deepest fear. When everything starts to unravel, Clem must decide which secrets to keep and which to share.
234. Secrets We Keep, The
235. Seven Signs #7: Battlefront (Michael Adams)  $14.99 $13.50ea
One hero lost in a raging tsunami. One Sign pointing to a deadly battle. One day left until the end of . . . everything. With Sydney 
plunged into underwater chaos, the DARE winners are suspected of being responsible. After escaping from security officers, they 
must race to their final destination, Felix Scotts mega-ship Infinite Horizon and decode one last deadly sign. If they don’t get this 
right, then it’s game over, not just for them, but for the whole world. The DARE winners will have to use all their wits to stop The 
Signmaker. But after a mind-blowing secret is revealed in Antarctica, they’re in for a heart-stopping final face-to-face battle with 
an unimaginable enemy. Who will live and who will die? If you could be a hero, would you DARE? Seven Signs. One day left to 
save the world.
236. Skyfire #1 $7.99 $7.20 238. Wipeout #3  240. Crimewave #5 
237. Carnage #2  239. Killswitch #4  241. Terrortide #6
242. Squishy Taylor #8: Squishy Taylor in the Mud (Ailsa Wood and Ben Wood)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Sita ‘Squishy’ Taylor is a cheeky, sneaky 11-year-old who lives with her dad and step-family in a very crowded apartment. Luckily 
for Squishy, their building is huge – and there’s always plenty of mysteries to investigate! Like ... How can one person be in two 
places at the same time?  Why does pizza taste better outside?  How do you climb a forbidden staircase?  Who would steal plants 
from Squishy’s dad?
243. Squishy Taylor and the Bonus Sisters #1  247. Squishy Taylor in Zero Gravity #5 
244. Squishy Taylor and a Question of Trust #2 248. Squishy Taylor and the Tunnel of Doom #6 
245. Squishy Taylor and the Vase That Wasn’t #3  249. Squishy Taylor and the Silver Suitcase #7 
246. Squishy Taylor and the Mess Makers #4
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286.  Adventures of Pug: Safari Pug: The Dog Who Walked on the Wild Side #3  
(Laura James)  $12.99 $11.70ea

When Pug and Lady Miranda have a scary run-in with a lion one night (he might be hiding under the bed), Lady M decides Pug 
needs to face his fears and go on safari. Pug goes a bit wobbly when he finds out he’ll be coming nose to nose with Florence, the 
rare white lion cub, but he soon realises that lions may not be the most dangerous thing in the wildlife park ...
287. Captain Pug: The Dog Who Sailed the Seas #1 
288. Cowboy Pug: The Dog Who Rode For Glory #2
289. Anne Of Green Gables: Graphic Novel (LM Montgomery and Brenna Thummler)  $19.99 $18.00
The magic of L.M. Montgomery’s treasured classic is reimagined in a whimsically-illustrated graphic novel adaptation perfect for 
newcomers and kindred spirits alike.  When Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert decide to adopt an orphan who can help manage their 
family farm, they have no idea what delightful trouble awaits them. With flame-red hair and an unstoppable imagination, 11-year-old 
Anne Shirley takes Green Gables by storm.  Anne’s misadventures bring a little romance to the lives of everyone she meets: her 
bosom friend, Diana Barry; the town gossip, Mrs. Lynde; and that infuriating tease, Gilbert Blythe. From triumphs and thrills to the 
depths of despair, Anne turns each everyday moment into something extraordinary. 232 pages

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (140-285)

OVERSEAS NOVELS (286-448)

250. Surf Riders Club: Ava’s Big Move #1 (Mary Van Reyk)  $12.99 $11.70
Ava has grown up in a big city. But everything changes when her parents decide on a sea change - they’re moving to the small 
town of Beachcrest to open a cafe. Ava will be starting high school that year, and now she has to say goodbye to her life in the 
city. Her new school is very different and Ava misses her friends. When she hears that surfing is going to be offered as a sport for 
the first time, Ava uses her snowboard skills to give it a try. Not everyone thinks she can become a surfer but Ava is determined to 
prove them wrong, and she’s making new friends along the way!

251. Tarin of the Mammoth #2: Clan of Wolves (Jo Sandhu)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Badly injured and lost while fleeing the Boar Clan, Tarin, Luuka and Kaija take refuge with the peaceful Esi tribe during the harsh 
winter. As Kaija slowly recovers, Tarin’s greatest wish is realised when he and Luuka join a Esi bison hunt. But with the arrival of 
Spring,Tarin must continue his dangerous journey – even though his Offering is fast dwindling.
252. Exile, The #1
253. Tashi Storybook (Anna Fienberg and Kim Gamble)  $29.99 $27.00
A deluxe, large-format, special hardback collection of eight specially selected Tashi stories including seven of the authors’ favourite 
Tashi adventures, and one brand new story called Kidnapped!  Contents: Tashi and the Baba Yaga, Tashi and the Genie, Tashi 
and the Big Stinker, Tashi and the Haunted House, The Book of Spells, The Three Tasks, Tashi and the Phoenix and Kidnapped! 
Hardback  256pp  h250mm  x  w200mm

254. The Rogues #1: Accidental Heroes (Lian Tanner)  $19.99 $18.00
In the city, strange things happen. People disappear, trees sprout overnight. But no one believes in magic. No, to believe in magic 
would be disloyal... The devious Lord Rump and his granddaughter, Duckling, need a disposable boy, and Pummel, a farm boy 
looking for work in the city, fits the bill perfectly. Duckling is happy to tangle him in her grandpa’s web, as long as Grandpa keeps 
his promise - that this is his very last Scheme. Lord Rump’s machinations take both children into the Strong-hold of Berren - where 
time has stopped and no one can leave - and before long they are entwined in a plot to kill the heir to the Faithful Throne.  If they 
want to protect the Young Margrave, and save themselves from an awful death, Duckling and Pummel must learn to use the magic 
that no one else believes in. Ages 9+

255.  Tiny Timmy #6: Tiny Timmy: The Big Break!  
(Tim Cahill and Heath Mackenzie)  $12.99 $11.70ea

It’s crunch time for Tiny Timmy and not just on the field! There are huge games coming up, and big tests at school! Its all happening! 
And then another kind of crunch puts him out of action. Timmy will need to work harder than ever to get back on the field, and get 
top marks, too! Can Timmy cope with his big break? 
256. Tiny Timmy Soccer Superstar #1 259. Tiny Timmy Kid’s World Cup #4 
257. Tiny Timmy Makes the Grade #2  260. Tiny Timmy On Tour #5 
258. Tiny Timmy Living the Dream #3
261. Tracy Lacy #2: Tracy Lacy for Class Captain! (Tania Lacey)  $14.99 $13.50ea
‘Remember how I was ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN, well pretty sure, probably about 99.7% sure, that I maybe, nearly, might actually 
get through High School like a normal person? Well SHOCK, HORROR, it’s not going exactly as I planned . . . It’s BETTER!’ Tracy 
Lacy has made it to high school, and Tracy is the king, the queen, AND the star of the school, she’s going to be CLASSY CAPTAIN! 
(Go Tracy!) ... Alright, let’s face it, it all goes to her head and its a COMPLETE DISASTER. The question is; will her friends stand 
by her this time? Ages 10+
262. Tracy Lacy is Completely Coo-Coo Bananas! #1
263. Weirdo #9: Spooky Weird (Anh Do)  $14.99 $11.99
Halloween’s coming up, and Bella and Weir are busy working on their costumes. But everything will be turned upside-down when 
Weir Do finds out his family are moving away!
264. Weirdo 1  $14.99 $13.50 268. Weirdo 5: Totally Weird  $14.99 $13.50   
265. Weirdo 2: Even Weirder  $14.99 $13.50 269. Weirdo 6: Crazy Weird  $14.99 $13.50 
266. Weirdo 3: Extra Weird  $14.99 $13.50 270. Weirdo 7: Mega Weird  $14.99 $13.50 
267. Weirdo 4: Super Weird  $14.99 $13.50 271. Weirdo 8: Really Weird!  $14.99 $13.50 
272. Whimsy and Woe (Rebecca McRitchie and Sonia Kretschmar)  $24.99 $22.50
After being abandoned by their thespian parents one afternoon while playing their weekly family game of hide-and-seek, Whimsy 
and Woe Mordaunt are left in the care of their austere Aunt Apoline.  Forced to work in her boarding house, looking after the guests, 
sharpening the thorns of every plant in the poisonous plant garden and listening to off-key renditions of ‘Fish Are Friends Too’ - an 
aria made famous by the legendary Magnus Montgomery - Whimsy and Woe lose all hope that their parents will someday return. 
Until one day, quite by accident, the siblings stumble upon a half-charred letter that sets them on a course to freedom and finding 
their parents… Ages 9+

273. You Choose: Footy Fever #13 (George Ivanoff)  $14.99 $13.50ea
You Choose…Aussie Rules superstar or total footy failure!  A footy quiz sets you on a course for AFL adventure…A Grand Final 
game with a footy-crazed mum who’s a massive embarrassment. A footy skills camp that’s being sabotaged by a secret society of 
grumpy old men and women. A footy festival where mascots come to life and AFL dreams can come true. Will you play your way 
to AFL glory, or will it be a specky-tacular disaster?
274. Treasure of Dead Man’s Cove #1 280. Super Sports Spectacular #7 
275. Mayhem at Magic School #2 281. Trapped in the Games Grid #8 
276. Maze of Doom #3  282. Extreme Machine Challenge #9 
277. Haunting of Spook House #4  283. In the Realm of Dragons #10  
278. Night of the Creepy Carnival #5 284. Creepy Crawly Chaos #11  
279. Alien Invaders From Beyond the Stars #6  285. City of Robots #12 
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290. Asterix and the Chariot Race (Jean-Yves Ferri)  $24.99 $22.50
Famous for their extensive travels around the Known World, this time Asterix and Obelix are going to meet the people of the Italian 
peninsula: the Italics! To Obelix’s delight, the inhabitants of Ancient Italy are not all Romans! Far from it! The Italics want to keep 
their independence and take a dim view of Julius Caesar and his Legions’ plans for total domination. In Asterix and the Chariot 
Race, Asterix and Obelix embark upon a great adventure in the extraordinary world of Ancient Italy! For all titles in this series type 
ASTERIX in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Hardback

291. Ban This Book! (Alan Gratz)  $15.99 $14.40
It all started the day Amy Anne Ollinger tried to check out her favourite book in the whole world, From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. 
Basil E. Frankweiler, from the school library. That’s when Mrs. Jones, the librarian, told her the bad news: her favourite book was 
banned! All because a classmate’s mum thought the book wasn’t appropriate for kids to read. Amy Anne decides to fight back 
by starting a secret banned-books library out of her locker. The battle of the books escalates when she engineers a campaign to 
challenge every book in the school library. Because once you ban one book, you can challenge them all under the most ridiculous 
of pretexts…

292-297. Bear Grylls Adventures (Bear Grylls)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Each book in this fun new series from BEAR GRYLLS follows a different child on the outdoor activity camp. Once they are given 
the magical compass, they meet the inspirational adventurer in an amazing place and learn new skills and facts they can take with 
them back to their real life.
292. Blizzard Challenge #1  295. Sea Challenge#4 
293. Desert Challenge #2  296. River Challenge #5 NEW 
294. Jungle Challenge #3  297. Earthquake Challenge #6 NEW
298-301. Beast Quest  (Adam Blade)  $12.99 $11.70ea
When supernatural events start to occur in Avantia it can only mean one thing - something is afoot in the terrifying Isle of Ghosts, 
and the Dark Wizard Malvel is to blame.
298. Zulok the Winged Spirit #103  300. Okira the Crusher #105 
299. Skalix the Snapping Horror #104  301. Rykar the Fire Hound #106
302. Big Nate: A Good Old-Fashioned Wedgie: Graphic Novel (Lincoln Peirce)  $16.99 $13.59
The whole gang from P.S. 38 is back for more hijinks, hilarity, and underwear hoisting in this new collection of Big Nate comics. Can 
Chad somehow survive on a diet of kale and soy nuts? Are Jenny and Artur EVER going to break up? And how is Nate supposed 
to concentrate on baseball when he’s got a crush on his team’s new pitcher? See for yourself! Join Nate and the rest of the crew 
for another unforgettable round of middle school adventures! For all titles in this series type BIG NATE in the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

303. Book of Dust: La Belle Sauvage (Phillip Pullman)  $32.99 $29.70
Eleven-year-old Malcolm Polstead and his dæmon, Asta, live with his parents at the Trout Inn near Oxford. Across the River Thames 
(which Malcolm navigates often using his beloved canoe, a boat by the name of La Belle Sauvage) is the Godstow Priory where 
the nuns live. Malcolm learns they have a guest with them; a baby by the name of Lyra Belacqua . . . Philip Pullman returns to the 
world of His Dark Materials with this magnificent first volume of The Book of Dust. Hardback

304. Clover Moon (Jacqueline Wilson)  $16.99 $15.30
Clover Moon’s imagination is her best escape from a life of hardship in poverty-stricken Victorian London. When tragedy plunges 
her into a world of grief, Clover realizes that everything she loved about the place she called home is gone. Clover hears of a place 
she could run to, but where will she find the courage – and the chance – to break free? And could leaving her family be just what 
she needs to find a place that really feels like home?

305. Creepella Von Cacklefur #9: Haunted Dinosaur, The (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70ea
A terrible haunted dinosaur is wreaking havoc throughout Mysterious Valley! He’s scattering bones and leaving destruction in his 
wake. Creepella steps up to the task of taming this creature – and brings Geronimo along for the adventure!
306. Thirteen Ghosts #1 310. Fright Night #5 
307. Meet Me in Horrorwood #2 311. Ride For Your Life! #6 
308. Ghost Pirate Treasure #3 312. Suitcase Full of Ghosts, A #7 
309. Return of the Vampire #4 313. Phantom of the Theatre, The #8
314. Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #12: Pixelmon Gone! (Zack Zombie)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Zombie has discovered some new and amazing creatures in the Minecraft world called Pixelmon! Except the Pixelmon will have 
to wait because Zombie has a tonne of chores and his parents are holding his most prized possessions, cake and video games 
hostage! But something is very wrong... little by little the Pixelmon are disappearing from the Minecraft world and nobody seems 
to know why. The chores (and cake) will have to be put aside until Zombie can solve this mystery. Can Zombie, Steve and their 
Minecraft friends save the adorable, little Pixelmon from complete extinction? Or will they get into even more wacky trouble and 
adventures than ever before?
315. Scare of a Dare, A #1 319. School Daze #5 323. Zombie’s Birthday Apocalypse #9 
316. Bullies and Buddies #2  320. Zombie Goes to Camp #6 324. One Bad Apple #10 
317. When Nature Calls #3  321. Zombie Family Reunion #7 325. Insides Out #11 
318. Zombie Swap #4 322. Back to Scare School #8
326. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #12: Getaway, The (Jeff Kinney)  $14.99 $11.99ea
Greg Heffley and his family are getting out of town. With the cold weather and the stress of the approaching holiday season, the 
Heffleys decide to escape to a tropical island resort for some much needed rest and relaxation. A few days in paradise should do 
wonders for Greg and his frazzled family. But the Hefley’s soon discover that paradise isn’t everything it’s cracked up to be. Sun 
stroke, stomach troubles, and venomous critters all threaten to ruin the family’s vacation. Can their trip be saved, or will this island 
getaway end in disaster?
327. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #1 333. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Third Wheel #7 
328. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick Rules #2 334. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck #8 
329. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Last Straw #3 335. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Long Haul #9 
330. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days #4 336. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School #10 
331. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Ugly Truth #5  337. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Double Down #11
332. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever #6
338. Dinosaur Trouble #3: Runaway Coat, The  (Kyle Mewburn and Donovan Bixley)  $7.99 $7.20
Step back in time to meet clever cave boy Arg and his Stone Age family. It’s where the trouble begins! BLEUUURGH! Oh no...Krrk-
Krrk is cute, but he is mega-messy. Args coat smells so BAD, it has to go! Brrr, poor Arg.
339. Great Egg Stink, The #1  $5.00 $4.50 340. Lava Melt Shake, The #2 $7.99 $7.20
341-342. Dirty Bertie (Alan McDonald and David Roberts)  $10.99 $9.90ea
Meet Dirty Bertie, a boy with nose-pickingly DISGUSTING HABITS! He’s full to bursting with madcap plans and crazy ideas, and 
if it’s trouble you’re after, look no further. Bertie’s sure to be up to his neck in it! Three wickedly funny stories featuring the world’s 
grubbiest trouble magnet! For all titles in this series type DIRTY BERTIE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
341. Dirty Bertie: Disco! 342. Dirty Bertie: Monster!
343. Dog Man: A Tale Of Two Kitties Graphic Novel (Dav Pilkey)  $15.99 $14.40ea
If only the Chief would throw him a bone every once and a while... Dog Man needs to dry up the drool, dust away the dander, and 
roll out of the refuse if he’s going to impress the Chief, and he needs to do it fast! Petey the cat is out of the bag, and his criminal 
curiosity is taking the city by storm. Can the canine crime biter unleash justice on this ruffian in time to save the city, or will Petey 
get away with the purrfect crime?
344. Dog Man: Graphic Novel #1 345. Dog Man: Unleashed Graphic Novel #2

OVERSEAS NOVELS (286-448)
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346-355. Faraway Tree Adventures (Enid Blyton and Alex Paterson)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Classic tales from Enid Blyton’s magical Faraway Tree series, with exciting new full-colour illustrations from Alex Paterson - perfect 
for new readers!
346. In Santa Claus’s Castle  351. Land of Enchantments, The 
347. Joe and the Magic Snowman NEW  352. Land of Goodies, The 
348. Land of Birthdays, The  353. Land of Magic Medicines, The 
349. Land of Do-As-You-Please, The  354. Land of Silly School, The 
350. Land of Dreams, The  355. Land of Toys, The
356. Geronimo Stilton #66: Operation: Secret Recipe (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
My family and I traveled to Milan, Italy, for a special event: the unveiling of the precious ancient parchment containing the secret, 
original recipe for panettone, a traditional sweet holiday bread. But right before the big moment, the recipe was stolen! And the 
thief was masquerading as... me! Could I catch the thief and clear my name? For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON 
in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

357. Geronimo Stilton Graphic Novel: Lost in Translation (Geronimo Stilton)  $14.99 $13.50
During Napoleon’s 1798 campaign in Egypt, Lieutenant Pierre-François Bouchard found the Rosetta Stone. But he doesn’t know 
that Pirate Cats have already replaced the original piece with their own version. Now it’s up to Geronimo and friends to find the 
real Stone and give it back to history! For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON GRAPHIC NOVEL in the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

358.  Geronimo Stilton: Kingdom of Fantasy #10: Ship of Secrets, The  
(Geronimo Stilton)  $19.99 $18.00

I, Geronimo Stilton, was called to the Kingdom of Fantasy for the tenth time! A fairy princess had called me there. She needed my 
help: The most powerful and dangerous wizard in the realm wanted to capture her and conquer the entire kingdom!  The wizard 
was hunting for special magical objects to increase his powers, fairy dust to make him fly, the precious gold of the gnomes, the 
dazzling egg of fire, and more. It was up to me to foil his plans, with the help of magical friends new and old. Could we save 
the Kingdom of Fantasy? For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON: KINGDOM OF FANTASY in the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

359.  Geronimo Stilton: Kingdom of Fantasy Special Ed #2: Dragon of Fortune  
(Geronimo Stilton)  $19.99 $18.00ea

The enchanted Winged Ring has gone missing! This was terrible news. The ring allows its owner to travel between the Kingdom of 
Fantasy and the real world-which would be a dangerous power if it fell into evil hands. Could I find the ring before it was too late?
360. Phoenix of Destiny #1
361. Geronimo Stilton Cavemice #14: Shoo, Caveflies! (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
Geronimo’s cousin Trap Stiltonoot is stung by a dangerous cavefly, which causes him to fall into an instant, deep sleep! To cure 
him, Geronimo and Thea must seek out the petals of the pink stinkrose, a rare and smelly flower. But it only grows on a very high 
peak! Can they make it there without going extinct on the way? For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON CAVEMICE in 
the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

362. Geronimo Stilton Micekings #5: Mysterious Message, The (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70ea
The Micekings have received a mysterious letter, and smarty-mouse Geronimo Stiltonord is the only one who can read it! 
Unfortunately, he still can’t understand it but he knows it’s a message from the Oofa Oofas, the laziest rodents in the ancient far 
north. The Micekings decide to pay them a visit, in case the message is asking for help...and drag Geronimo along for the adventure!
363. Attack of the Dragons #1 365. Pull the Dragon’s Tooth! #3 
364. Famouse Fjord Race, The #2 366. Stay Strong Geronimo! #4
367.  Geronimo Stilton Spacemice #11: We’ll Bite Your Tail, Geronimo!  

(Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
Professor Greenfur, the onboard scientist on spaceship MouseStar 1, has changed colour from green to... orange! What’s going 
on? To find out, the spacemice travel to his home planet of Photosyntheson. There, they learn that all of Professor Greenfur’s 
relatives are being threatened by the nibblix, tiny aliens with very sharp teeth! Can the spacemice help in time?  For all titles in this 
series type GERONIMO STILTON SPACEMICE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

368. Goldfish Boy, The (Lisa Thompson)  $15.99 $14.40
A story about finding friendship when you’re lonely - and hope when all you feel is fear. Twelve-year-old Matthew is trapped in his 
bedroom by crippling OCD, spending most of his time staring out of his window as the inhabitants of Chestnut Close go about 
their business. Until the day he is the last person to see his next door neighbour’s toddler, Teddy, before he goes missing. Matthew 
must turn detective and unravel the mystery of Teddy’s disappearance - with the help of a brilliant cast of supporting characters. 
Page-turning, heartbreaking, but ultimately life-affirming, this story is perfect for fans of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night 
Time and Wonder. 

369. Herobrine’s Wacky Adventures #3: Herobrine Saves Christmas (Zack Zombie)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Someone has kidnapped Santa Claus and taken him to the Nether, and it’s up to Herobrine to save him! It’s Herobrine’s first 
Christmas and he is amazed by all of the holiday cheer. But he may not enjoy it for long! Herobrine will have to go back to the Nether 
and rescue him from whatever enemy is trying to destroy Christmas. But will he be able to rescue Santa in time?
370. Herobrine Goes to School #1 371. Herobrine Scared Stiff #2
372. Illegal: Graphic Novel (Eoin Colfer and Giovanni Rogano)  $29.99 $27.00
This is a powerful and timely story about one boy’s epic journey across Africa to Europe, a graphic novel for all children with 
glorious colour artwork throughout. Ebo: alone.  His sister left months ago. Now his brother has disappeared too, and Ebo knows 
it can only be to make the hazardous journey to Europe.  Ebo’s epic journey takes him across the Sahara Desert to the dangerous 
streets of Tripoli, and finally out to the merciless sea. But with every step he holds on to his hope for a new life, and a reunion with 
his sister. Hardback

373. Infinity Drake #3: Giant Killer (John McNally)  $14.99 $13.50ea
After months of captivity Finn and Carla reach their final destination; evil mastermind Kaparis’s secret lair in the Carpathian 
mountains. Once there Finn learns the villain’s true purpose – to conquer his paralysis and rise again. To do so Kaparis must shrink 
a team of medics down to microscopic size to repair his damaged spine, and now he’s cracked the Boldklub code it seems nothing 
can stop him. Apart, that is, from a microscopic hero… Join Infinity Drake on his wildest ride yet – deep inside the body of his 
nemesis, where he must fight for his life… and bring down the giant once and for all.
374. Sons of Scarlatti, The #1 375. Forbidden City, The #2
376. King Flashypants #3: King Flashypants and the Toys of Terror (Andy Riley)  $15.99 $14.40ea
FOO HOO HOO! King Flashypants is back for his third rib-tickling adventure. Something weird is happening in Edwinland - Emperor 
Nurbison isn’t evil any more! He’s doing stuff like smiling and making toys of himself for the peasants. Is he up to something? 
Probably. But what can it be?
377. King Flashypants and the Evil Emperor #1 
378. King Flashypants and the Creature from Crong #2
379. Laugh Out Loud (James Patterson)  $15.99 $14.40
Jimmy loves reading so much that he’s inspired to start a book company for kids – run by kids. It’s a big dream for a twelve-year-old 
boy – some would even say it’s laugh-out-loud ridiculous!  But that doesn’t stop Jimmy from dreaming even bigger! His company 
will be as imaginative and fun as Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory... with a Ferris wheel instead of an elevator, a bowling alley in the 
break room, and a river filled with floating books! He just has to believe in himself and his idea. (And maybe win the Lotto.) In this 
hilarious story filled with clever references to children’s book favourites, James Patterson shows young readers that anything can 
be achieved if you believe in yourself no matter what!
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380. Lockwood and Co #5: Empty Grave, The (Jonathan Stroud)  $17.99 $16.20ea
The final book in the Lockwood saga. Join Lucy, Lockwood, George and Holly for one last time as they battle ghosts and humans 
for truth and justice in this breathtaking finale to the bestselling series.
381. Screaming Staircase, The #1 383. Hollow Boy, The #3 
382. Whispering Skull, The #2 384. Creeping Shadow, The #4
385-388. Magic Animal Friends (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Welcome to a magical world where animals talk and play - just like you and me! For all titles in this series type MAGIC ANIMAL 
FRIENDS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
385. Charlotte Waggytail Learns a Lesson #25 387. Ava Fluffyface’s Special Day #27 
386. Layla Brighteye Keeps a Lookout #26 388. Ella Snugglepaw’s Big Cuddle #28
389. Magisterium #4: Silver Mask, The (Cassandra Clare)  $17.99 $16.20
Callum Hunt’s life has fallen apart.  His friend is gone. The spy has escaped. His secret is out.  He is facing an existence behind 
bars, banished from the rest of the magical community for what he is - for what he might become.  But a shocking revelation has 
promised freedom - at a cost. Will he stay strong, and faithful to his friends and teachers? Or take the risk, and destroy everything 
he’s ever loved?  This fourth year at the Magisterium will be unlike anything else that has gone before . . .
390. Iron Trial #1  $19.99 $18.00 392. Bronze Key #3  $19.99 $18.00 
391. Copper Gauntlet #2  $19.99 $18.00
393.  Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard #3:  

Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead (Rick Riordan)  $22.99 $18.39
Loki the trickster god is free from his chains. Now he’s readying Naglfar, the Ship of the Dead, armed with a host of giants and 
zombies, to sail against the Norse gods and begin the final battle of Ragnarok. It’s up to Magnus Chase and his friends to stop 
Loki’s plans, but to do so they will have to sail across the oceans of Midgard, Jotunheim and Niflheim in a desperate race to reach 
Naglfar before it’s ready to sail on Midsummer’s Day.  Along the way, they will face angry sea gods, hostile giants, and an evil fire-
breathing dragon who happens to be a former acquaintance. But Magnus’s biggest challenge will be facing his own inner demons. 
To defeat Loki, Magnus will need to use words, not force. This will require finding a magical elixir so deadly that it will either make 
Magnus Chase powerful enough to out-talk the silver-tongued Loki, or destroy Magnus utterly.
394. Magnus Chase and the Sword of Summer #1  $17.99 $16.20 
395. Magnus Chase and the Hammer of Thor #2  $17.99 $16.20
396. Bad Dad (David Walliams)  $19.99 $15.99
In yet another dazzling David Walliams classic, Bad Dad is a fast and furious, heart-warming, riches-to-rags story that will have 
readers on the edge of their seats, roaring with laughter and holding back the tears. Bad Dad is about a boy named Frank whose 
dad is thrown into prison for driving the getaway car in a bank robbery. Frank hatches a daring plan to break his father out of prison 
for the night so they can put the stolen money back. But will the evil crime boss Mr Big stop them?
For all books by this author type WALLIAMS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

397. New Jungle Book Adventures #2: Return to the Jungle (Bear Grylls)  $14.99 $13.50
Could you survive in the jungle? Six months after his adventures in Spirit of the Jungle, Mak returns to the Wainganga River, where a 
conservation project is tracking the elusive wild elephant, endangered by loggers and poachers. When a young elephant is captured 
by an unscrupulous merchant, Mak and his friend Diya follow them into the heart of the jungle in a quest to set the animal free. But 
soon Mak finds that he must remember all his survival skills to escape danger. Inspired by Rudyard Kipling’s classic The Second 
Jungle Book, Return to the Jungle is an exciting contemporary action-adventure from the nation’s favourite adventurer, Bear Grylls.
398. Spirit of the Jungle #1
399. Piggy Handsome: Guinea Pig Destined For Stardom (Pip Jones)  $12.99 $11.70
Piggy Handsome is a very confident Guinea pig with a hugely inflated ego - he hails from a long line of very famous Guinea pigs. 
But sadly Handsome hasn’t yet achieved world renown. With the help of gruff-talking Jeffry the budgie and the inadvertent efforts 
of two dastardly villains Dan and Dolly Dixon, Handsome might realise his dream, get in the papers and save the day - without even 
realising. All in one day trip to the seaside!

400.  Polly and the Puffin #4: The Happy Christmas  
(Jenny Colgan and Thomas Docherty)  $14.99 $13.50

Polly and her puffin friend Neil have wrapped presents, practised for the village nativity and written their lists for Santa. But 
Christmas is taking a very long time to arrive. And Polly isn’t enjoying the wait. What’s worse, Neil is busy helping to keep an egg 
warm, so he hasn’t got much time to play. Will it EVER be Christmas? And will a tiny little puffling hatch in time for the big day? 
Contains lots of fun festive recipes and activities in addition to the story.
401. Polly and the Puffin #1  $12.99 $11.70 
402. Polly and the Puffin: Stormy Day #2  $12.99 $11.70 
403. Polly and the Puffin: New Friend #3  $12.99 $11.70
404. Potion Diaries #3: Going Viral (Amy Alward)  $16.99 $15.30
Having managed to find her great-grandmother’s potion diary, escape the clutches of Emilia Thoth, save her grandfather’s memories 
AND become a Master Alchemist, surely it’s time for Sam to have a good, long rest? And maybe, just maybe, a proper date with 
her boyfriend Zain? But now that Princess Evelyn is married to the evil Prince Stefan and showing symptoms of the Gergon illness, 
it looks as though Sam’s adventures are just beginning. The GOOD news: there might be a cure for the virus spreading like wildfire 
through the city. The BAD news? It’s buried in a remote village in a far-flung country next to an active volcano – and Sam’s not the 
only one after it.   With a TV crew trailing Sam’s every move and time fast running out, it looks like things are about to…   GO VIRAL 
The final installment in Amy Alward’s magical POTION DIARIES series!

405. Potion Diaries, The #1  $16.99 $15.30 406. Royal Tour #2  $14.99 $13.50
407.  Princess in Black and the Mysterious Playdate, The #5  

(Shannon Hale and Leuyen Pham)  $19.99 $18.00
Princess Magnolia and Princess Sneezewort have plans . . . mysterious plans, like a princess playdate! They dress-up slam! 
They karaoke jam! They playhouse romp and snack-time stomp! But then a shout from outside Princess Sneezewort’s castle 
interrupts their fun. It’s a monster trying to eat someone’s kitty! This is a job for the Princess in Black. Yet when the Princess in 
Black gets there, she finds only a masked stranger and no monster in sight . . . or is there? Action and humour abound in this ode 
to friendship that proves that when shape-shifting monsters intrude on your plans, two heroes are better than one.
408. Princess in Black #1  $9.99 $9.00 
409. Princess in Black and the Perfect Princess Party #2  $9.99 $9.00 
410. Princess in Black and the Hungry Bunny Horde, The #3  $9.99 $9.00 
411. Princess in Black Takes a Vacation #4  $9.99 $9.00
412. Race to the Bottom of the Sea (Lindsay Eagar)  $16.99 $15.30
When her parents, the great marine scientists Dr. and Dr. Quail, are killed in a tragic accident, eleven-year-old Fidelia Quail is racked 
by grief — and guilt. It was a submarine of Fidelia’s invention that her parents were in when they died, and it was she who pressed 
them to stay out longer when the raging Undertow was looming. But Fidelia is forced out of her mourning when she’s kidnapped 
by Merrick the Monstrous, a pirate whose list of treasons stretches longer than a ribbon eel. Her task? Use her marine know-how 
to retrieve his treasure, lost on the ocean floor. But as Fidelia and the pirates close in on the prize, with the navy hot on their heels, 
she realizes that Merrick doesn’t expect to live long enough to enjoy his loot. Could something other than black-hearted greed be 
driving him? 
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413-416. Rainbow Magic Candy Land Fairies (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Join Rachel and Kirsty as they help keep tiny animals safe on farms in both the human and fairy worlds on their sweetest-ever 
fairy adventure!
413. Monica the Marshmallow Fairy #1  415. Lisa the Jelly Bean Fairy #3 
414. Gabby the Bubblegum Fairy #2  416. Shelley the Sherbet Fairy #4
417. Rainbow Magic: Christina the Winter Wonderland Fairy (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99 $11.70
Kirsty and Rachel are very excited to be spending Christmas together. But when Jack Frost steals Christina the Winter Wonderland 
Fairy’s magical objects, the magic of winter is under threat! Can the girls and Christina help get them back and save Christmas for 
everyone? For all titles in this series type RAINBOW MAGIC in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

418.  Rainbow Magic Early Reader: Holly the Christmas Fairy  
(Daisy Meadows and Georgie Ripper)  $10.99 $9.90

A beautiful full-colour adaptation of the beloved Rainbow Magic special, abridged for younger readers.
The King and Queen of Fairyland are all in a fluster. Jack Frost is up to his old tricks and has kidnapped the Christmas elves. Without 
the elves to make the presents and decorate the trees, there won’t be any Christmas this year. Can Rachel and Kirsty save the day, 
with a little help from Holly the Christmas Fairy? For all titles in this series type RAINBOW MAGIC EARLY READER in the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

419. Roman Quests #3: Death in the Arena (Caroline Lawrence)  $15.99 $14.40ea
Eleven-year-old Ursula is happily learning to be a Druid in the woods of Britannia. But then she is asked to go on a quest to find 
a boy who was abducted as a baby. Will her mystical training equip her for life on the road - with a troupe of Roman pantomime 
dancers and beast hunters? Her task: to adapt to life in the arena. Her quest: to find the boy everyone is seeking. Her destiny: to 
protect children and animals.
420. Escape from Rome #1 421. Archers of Isca #2
422. Saving Marty (Paul Griffin)  $16.99 $15.30
Eleven-year-old Lorenzo would never describe himself as a hero. No, a hero is someone rare - like his father, who died in the war, or 
his friend Paloma Lee, who fearlessly pursues her dream of being a famous musician. But Renzo’s chance comes when he adopts 
Marty, a runt piglet. Marty is extraordinary - he thinks he’s a dog and acts like one too - and his bond with Renzo is truly one of a 
kind.  But as Marty approaches 350 pounds, it becomes harder for Renzo to convince his mother that a giant pig makes a good 
pet…especially after Marty causes a dangerous (and expensive) accident. Renzo knows Marty’s time is up. He’d do anything and 
everything for his best friend, but will everything be enough to save Marty?

423. Scarlet and Ivy #5: Curse in the Candlelight, The (Sophie Cleverly)  $15.99 $14.40ea
There’s a new girl at Rookwood School, and new mystery for Scarlet and Ivy to solve. It’s a brand-new term for Scarlet and Ivy, 
and the girls are intrigued by a fascinating new girl, Ebony. She’s as enchanting as she is mysterious, and she’s began to gather 
quite the following – in fact, most of the younger girls appear to be under her spell.  But rumours swirl like ghosts around Ebony, 
and not all of them are nice. And when a prank on All Hallow’s Eve goes horribly wrong, it’s Ebony who gets the blame.  Ivy and 
Scarlet aren’t so sure. There might be more to Ebony than meets the eye, but surely she’s not dangerous? But if it’s not Ebony, 
then who or what is to blame?
424. Lost Twin, The #1 426. Dance in the Dark, The #3 
425. Whispers in the Walls, The #2 427. Lights Under the Lake, The #4
428. School for Good and Evil #4: Quest for Glory (Soman Chainani)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The first book in a second School for Good and Evil trilogy. Join your favourite students from the School for Good and Evil as 
they begin a new era and set off on their quests in the Endless Woods. With every end comes a new beginning. Before they can 
graduate, the students at the school for Good and Evil must complete their Quests for Glory. The quests are both dangerous and 
unpredictable, and the stakes are high: success brings eternal adoration, and failure means obscurity forever. If Good and Evil can’t 
find a way to work together, can either side survive?
429. School for Good and Evil #1  430. World Without Princes #2  431. Last Ever After, The #3
432. Song from Somewhere Else (A.F Harrold and Levi Pinfold)  $16.99 $15.30
Frank doesn’t know how to feel when Nick Underbridge rescues her from bullies one afternoon. No one likes Nick. He’s big, he’s 
weird and he smells – or so everyone in Frank’s class thinks. And yet, there’s something nice about Nick’s house. There’s strange 
music playing there, and it feels light and good and makes Frank feel happy for the first time in forever.  But there’s more to Nick, and 
to his house, than meets the eye, and soon Frank realises she isn’t the only one keeping secrets. Or the only one who needs help …

433. Spirit Animals: Fall of the Beasts #6: Wildcat’s Claw, The (Varian Johnson)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The four heroes of Erdas are fugitives on the run in this new chapter of the New York Times best-selling series!
434. Immortal Guardians 436. Return, The 438. Heart of the Land 
435. Broken Ground 437. Burning Tide
439. Supersaurs #1: Raptors of Paradise (Jay Jay Burridge)  $16.99 $15.30
Imagine a world where dinosaurs have survived and evolved as... SUPERSAURS. This is the world that Bea Kingsley lives in, a world 
where humans live side by side with supersaurs, sometimes in peace but often in conflict. Bea is the daughter of explorer parents 
who went missing when she was just a baby. So when her grandmother suddenly takes her on a trip to the remote Indonesian 
islands of Aru, Bea starts asking some big questions. But the more questions Bea asks, the more trouble she and her grandmother 
find themselves in. Was the journey to the islands a big mistake? The adventure starts here…

440. Thea Stilton Special Edition #6: Land of Flowers, The (Thea Stilton)  $19.99 $18.00
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters as they travel to help a new magical land! The mice encounter fairies and other strange and 
fantastical creatures as they work together to solve a mystery to save the realm from peril. It’s a fabumouse adventure! For all titles 
in this series type THEA STILTON SPECIAL EDITION in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

441. The Doldrums #2: Doldrums and the Helmsley Curse, The (Nicholas Gannon)  $24.99 $22.50ea
Archer Helmsley’s grandparents-famous explorers who went missing on an iceberg two years ago-are finally coming home. Archer 
is overjoyed, but he may be the only one. Rumours are flying that Archer’s grandparents were never really abandoned on the 
iceberg; that they’re making it all up. Archer knows the rumours are false. With his best friends, Oliver and Adelaide, and their new 
neighbor, Kana, Archer sets out during a snowstorm to restore his grandparents’ reputation.
442. Doldrums, The #1
443.  Toto: Dog-Gone Amazing Story of the Wizard of Oz  

(Michael Morpurgo and Emma Chichester Clark)  $19.99 $18.00
A surprising, charming and uplifting twist on The Wizard of Oz, told by a very special and unforgettable character: Dorothy’s pet dog, 
Toto. When a twister descends on their Kansas farm, Toto and his owner Dorothy hide in the house – only to be plucked into the air 
and whisked away!  Coming down with a crash in the mysterious land of Oz, the pair meet a series of extraordinary characters: a 
scarecrow who believes he has no brains, a tin man without a heart, and a cowardly lion who may not be as cowardly as he thinks 
he is. But Toto and Dorothy are desperate to return home – after all, home is home, and home is best! So they set off with their new 
friends on a journey down the yellow brick road to find the only person who might be able to help them: the Wonderful Wizard of Oz.  

444. War I Finally Won, The (Kimberly Brubaker Bradley)  $19.99 $18.00
Like the classic heroines, Ada conquers the homefront as her World War II journey continues in this sequel to the Newbery Honor–
winning The War that Saved My Life.  When Ada’s clubfoot is surgically fixed at last, she knows for certain that she’s not what her 
mother said she was—crippled mentally as well as physically. She’s not a daughter anymore, either. What is she? Ada and her 
brother, Jamie, are living with their loving legal guardian, Susan, in a borrowed cottage on the estate of the formidable Lady Thorton 
and her daughter, Maggie. Life in the crowded cottage is tense enough, and then, Ruth, a Jewish girl from Germany, moves in. 
A German? Everyone is horrified. Life becomes more complex. How can Ada keep fighting? And who will she struggle to save?
445. War that Saved My Life, The  $16.99 $15.30
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446. Wizards of Once (Cressida Cowell)  $19.99 $18.00
Once there was Magic, and the Magic lived in the dark forests. Until the Warriors came...Xar is a Wizard boy who has no Magic, 
and will do anything to get it. Wish is a Warrior girl, but she owns a banned Magical Object, and she will do anything to conceal it. 
In this whirlwind adventure, Xar and Wish must forget their differences if they’re going to make it to the dungeons at Warrior Fort. 
Where something that has been sleeping for hundreds of years is stirring…

447. Wonderling, The (Mira Bartok)  $24.99 $22.50
Welcome to the Home for Wayward and Misbegotten Creatures, an institution run by evil Miss Carbunkle, a cunning villainess who 
believes her terrified young charges exist only to serve and suffer. Part animal and part human, the groundlings toil in classroom 
and factory, forbidden to enjoy anything regular children have, most particularly singing and music. For the Wonderling, an innocent-
hearted, one-eared, fox-like eleven-year-old with only a number rather than a proper name – a 13 etched on a medallion around his 
neck – it is the only home he has ever known. But unexpected courage leads him to acquire the loyalty of a young bird groundling 
named Trinket, who gives the Home’s loneliest inhabitant two incredible gifts: a real name – Arthur, like the good king in the old 
stories – and a best friend. Using Trinket’s ingenious invention, the pair escape over the wall and embark on an adventure that will 
take them out into the wider world and ultimately down the path of sweet Arthur’s true destiny.

448. Zoe’s Rescue Zoo #13: Picky Puffin, The (Amelia Cobb)  $9.99 $9.00
Puffins are Zoe’s favourite ever animal, so when Poppy arrives at the Rescue Zoo, Zoe is very happy to help her settle in. But Poppy 
is very picky! She doesn’t like her enclosure… or her burrow… or even her food! Can Zoe and Meep work out what is making 
Poppy the puffin so picky, and come up with a plan to make the little puffin feel happy in her new home? For all titles in this series 
type ZOE’S RESCUE ZOO in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

449. 3D Printing Projects (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99 $22.50
Using freely available 3D modelling software and without the need for your own 3D printer, 3D Printing Projects has inspiration and 
instructions for a wide range of thrilling projects, from simple models you can print and assemble at home to more elaborate builds 
you can design on screen and then order online. Taking children 9 years old+ through how a 3D printer works and what type of 3D 
printers there are to 3D scanning and preparing files, this is the perfect introduction to this exciting and ever-expanding technology. 
Each projects consists of numbered steps that walk you through the 3D design process, from digital modelling and sculpting to 
slicing, printing, and painting so that children can make their own shark-shaped phone stand or a monster chess set!

450. 13.5 Incredible Things You Need To Know About Ever (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.99 $27.00
Discover the world as you’ve never seen it before with exploded images of everyday objects from cars and skeletons to pianos and 
chocolate! Each image has 13 mind-blowing facts plus a little myth-buster that takes young readers on an incredible factual adventure.

451. Atlas of Dinosaur Adventures (Emily Hawkins and Lucy Letherland)  $35.00 $31.50
Take a trip back to the age of the dinosaurs, with colourful, dramatic scenes from each era and maps showing fossil finds. Travel 
the world’s continents on a prehistoric adventure through the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods to meet the dinosaurs 
of the day, doing what they do best - grazing, hunting and eating ... often each other!  With map spreads showing the shifting 
continents through the eras, as well as fun facts, charming full-colour illustrations and dig site maps, this book is a feast for the 
senses! Dimensions (cm): 37.0 x 27.2  x 1.4

452. Aussie Legends Alphabet (Beck Feiner)  $24.99 $22.50
Forget Alpha, Bravo, Charlie... In this irreverent look at Australian cultural icons, A is for Adam Goodes, B is for Bob Hawke and 
C is for Cathy Freeman. This is no ordinary alphabet book! This is the official A to Z of amazing Aussies that make this country so 
great. Sometimes irreverent, always charming, and beautifully illustrated by Beck Feiner.

453. Australian Geographic Science: Earth’s Changing Surface (Compilation)  $24.99 $22.50
The world we live in has not always looked the way it does today. Over time, processes including erosion, ice ages and climate 
change have greatly altered the Earth’s surface.

454. Australian Geographic Science: Extreme Weather (Compilation)  $24.99 $22.50
The surface of our Earth is constantly fluctuating. Extreme weather events and movement of tectonic plates can rapidly create new 
and different environments.

455. Australian Geographic Science: Solar System, The (Compilation)  $24.99 $22.50
Our vast solar system is made up of galaxies, stars, planets, moons and much more. Discover Earth’s place as one of eight planets 
in orbit around the sun.

456. Bear Grylls Epic Expeditions (Bear Grylls)  $19.99 $18.00
Learn all about some of the most epic expeditions in the history of exploration. Journey through the most extreme terrains and 
discover how explorers coped with searing heat and intense cold, lack of food and water, and deadly diseases and dangerous 
animals. With stunning photography throughout, the book also includes a chapter on Bear Grylls’ personal relevant expeditions 
and achievements.

457. Best Ever Baking Book, The (Jane Bull)  $22.99 $20.70
The Best Ever Baking Book takes children on a step-by-step baking experience, showing them how to whip up more than 10 baked 
treats, along with the methods, equipment and terminology used in making them. Children will find out how to make everything from 
bread and muffins to cakes and cookies. Then they can get creative and messy as they follow tips on how to decorate.

458-463. Children Like Us (Moira Butterfield)  $19.99 $18.00ea
Our world is full of amazing and different things. The Children Like Us series introduces children to people and places around the 
world. It shows them how different cultures live in unique ways and enables them to compare other people’s lives with their own.
458. Clothes Around the World 460. Homes Around the World 462. Toys and Games Around the World 
459. Food Around the World 461. Schools Around the World 463. Transport Around the World
464.  Child Through Time: Book of Children’s History, A  

(Dorling Kindersley and Steve Noon)  $29.99 $23.99
History books often focus on adults, but what was the past like for children?  From early civilisations through to the modern era, A 
Child Through Time is a highly original look at history for kids. Discover what life was like for Egyptian, Viking, Tudor and Cold War 
children, see the toys they played with and the food they ate in this fascinating book, jam-packed with history facts and illustrations 
that bring the children to life. With profiles of real children from different time periods, children will learn more than ever about the 
real life Pocahontas, Marie Antoinette and even Anne Frank. Delve into the historic moments they witnessed and get a real insight 
into how they would have looked. A Child Through Time is perfect for kids looking to discover how their lives could have been.

465. Crafty Gifts (Jane Bull)  $16.99 $15.30
Crafty Gifts is full of amazing projects for children to make, all with clear step-by-step instructions. From creating lovely presents, 
all the way to the finishing touches of wrapping and cards. Children will love crafting delightful doodle mugs, brilliant button-art 
pictures, and more. Even better, each project can be customised and personalised, meaning every present really is a one off. Let 
Crafty Gifts show you it’s better to make a gift than buy one.

INFORMATION (449-522)
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466. Create With Code: Coderdojo Nano: Make Your Own Game (Compilation)  $19.99 $18.00
CoderDojo Nano: Make Your Own Game teaches the fundamentals of the Javascript coding language in a simple, logical way to 
help kids reach their goal of creating their very own PC game.  Children will learn everything from creating a game world, animating 
characters and determining the physics of movement within the game. Each concept is illustrated with a screenshot to make 
checking easy, and incredible pixel art from Army of Trolls makes this look like no other coding book. 

467. Curiosity: The Story of a Mars Rover (Markus Motum)  $27.99 $25.20
Discover the incredible story of the search for life on Mars, told from the unique perspective of Curiosity, the Mars Rover sent to 
explore the red planet. Markus Motum’s stylish illustrations and diagrams reveal how a robot travelled 350,000,000 miles to explore 
a planet where no human has been before.

468. Do You Know About Space? (Sarah Cruddas)  $24.99 $22.50
Do You Know About Space? takes the reader on a galactic journey to answer all the probing questions children ask about space. 
What is a shooting star? Why is Jupiter stripy? Is anyone else out there? Ages 5+

469. Epic LEGO Adventures With Bricks You Already Have (Sarah Dees)  $26.99 $24.30
Sarah Dees is back again with more fun and adventurous LEGO projects for kids, but this time with a fun twist. Each chapter 
features adventure scenes with characters and funny events; kids learn to build each element of the scene step by step, even the 
broken, smashed or destroyed things. Stories include a dinosaur world where kids build life-like dinosaur characters and half-eaten 
buildings with a T-Rex chomping down on one or  a space scene with fearsome aliens and their awesome space blastergun that 
shoots, of all things, pizzas! Kids will be rolling on the floor in laughter as they build the parts and act out the scenes with their 
own LEGOs.

470-471. Explorers of Australia (Linsie Tan)  $29.99 $27.00ea
This two volume series delves into the interesting stories behind the exploration of Australia. Find out about the kangaroos kept by 
Emperor Napoleon’s wife, and the cat that circumnavigated Australia with Matthew Flinders. With historic illustrations and easy-to-
understand timelines, Explorers of Australia turns dusty history into fascinating stories.
470. From the Ancient Explorers to James Cook 471. Explorers from 1788 to the Present
472-473. Famous Australians (Rachel Dixon)  $29.99 $27.00ea
Famous Australians presents short biographies of people who have made notable contributions to society, and who have helped 
make sport and children’s literature such important and popular aspects of Australian culture.
472. Australian Children’s Authors  473. Australians at the Olympic Games
474. Fantastic Optical Illusions (Dorlling Kindersley)  $35.00 $31.50
A new, colourful collection of more than 130 visual illusions and brain teasers found in three of DK’s award-winning titles: Optical 
Illusions, Mindbenders, and Colour Illusions.  Fantastic Optical Illusions is filled with visual illusions, colour tricks, perplexing puzzles, 
quizzes, and more. In this mind-bending book, each puzzle is framed as a question that prompts young readers to look for or do 
something specific and even includes an explanation of how the illusion works, so kids won’t be confused for too long.

475.  Far From Home: Refugees and Migrants Feeling War and Persecution  
(Cath Senker)  $28.99 $26.10

What if you had to leave your home and you could never go back? What do you think that would be like? For millions of Syrian and 
Iraqi citizens (and for people from many other nations around the world), these are the question they face. The current, desperate 
situation in their homelands and the mass migrations from the Middle East is both shocking to us, and sadly nothing new. Far From 
Home addresses the clear need for a balanced and informative book on this complex topic. It examines the root causes of mass 
migrations from both a historical and current perspective. Historical sources and first-hand accounts are used to explore racism, 
religion, life in refugee camps and the challenges migrant and refugees face on arrival in new lands and the response of the western 
world. The book will also look at the difficult and dangerous journeys people make in an attempt to reach a safe haven and life in 
refugee camps, with the constant struggle to access shelter, warmth, food, medicine and access to education. Designed to be 
accessible to both children and adults, this book is an open and balanced tool for opening discussions around these sensitive 
issues. Ages 11+. 

476-477. Football Expert (Pete May)  $19.99 $18.00ea
Written by a successful journalist and social commentator with a particular interest in football, each book includes a big quiz so that 
readers can challenge their friends to see who is the real Football Expert!
476. Unofficial History of World Cup Players, The 477. Unofficial History of World Cup Teams, The
478. Gecko (Raymond Huber and Brian Lovelock)  $24.99 $22.50
Discover Gecko - the escape artist of the lizard world!  Welcome to the world of Gecko. He warms up on the sunbaked rocks in the 
evening before hunting for food. A cockroach makes a yummy snack. Watch out! A hawk is hunting! This is an exciting introduction 
to one of the most varied species of lizard on the planet.

479. Goal! The Ultimate Visual Guide to Football (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.99 $27.00
Who is the greatest striker ever to play football? How do you do the Cruyff turn? Where is the perfect place to put a penalty? How 
far do players run during a match?  Goal! doesn’t just tell you the answers - it shows you. With bright, imaginative info-graphics 
and eye catching artworks, football facts leap off the page. Did you know that more than 40 million footballs are produced each 
year?! Packed with vital tips and tricks, as well as astounding, mind-boggling stats, from the origins of football to the FIFA World 
Cup, it focuses on information that won’t date. Goal! is a vibrant, visual guide to everything you need to know about the world’s 
most popular game - football!

480. Great Big Cuddle: Poems for the Very Young, A (Michael Rosen and Chris Riddell)  $19.99 $18.00
The poems in A Great Big Cuddle fizz off the page with sound and rhythm, energy and laughter, as Rosen captures in the most 
remarkable way what it means to be very, very young. A child’s world with all its details and feelings – toys and games, animals 
and made-up creatures, likes and dislikes – is vividly conjured up in the most memorable, playful language, and Chris Riddell has 
produced some of his most extraordinary pictures ever to bring this world to life. It’s a book that will be enjoyed by the oldest 
grown-up and the youngest child – and a future classic.

481. Guinness World Records 2018 (Compilation)  $44.99 $24.99 
The record-breaking record book is back with a whole new year’s worth of incredible accomplishments, spectacular stunts, cutting-
edge science and unparalleled sporting achievements. As ever, it’s packed with hundreds of never-before-seen photographs, 
thousands of superlative stats, facts and figures, and a multitude of new features. Also new this year is a celebration of the 
superlative: taking one topic at a time, unique infographic poster pages explore the most exciting absolutes - such as the longest, 
tallest, fastest and heaviest. Does the longest sofa outstretch the longest train? Is the tallest Easter egg bigger than the tallest 
snowman?

482. Guinness World Records 2018: Amazing Animals (Compilation)  $24.99 $22.50
Calling all animal lovers! Guinness World Records: Amazing Animals puts the spotlight on the world’s most fur-nomenal creatures, 
peculiar pets, wacky wildlife and cute critters. In this action-packed annual, you’ll meet surfing pigs, talking gorillas and even the 
world’s largest elephant orchestra! Ever see a dog who thinks he’s Picasso or a bunny who plays basketball? You will now! From 
the tallest and smallest animals to the most popular social pet-working stars, they’re all here. If it’s activities you want, you’re in 
for a treat! Create your very own record-breaking animal with our online game, or try making an origami zoo! Test your wildlife 
knowledge with fun quizzes and puzzles, plus find out if your pet is a secret Einstein with our exclusive IQ tests. For a superlative 
showcase of the world’s greatest creatures - including a special introduction from Instagram’s top dog, Jiffpom - get your paws 
on Amazing Animals now!

483. Hello Ruby: Journey Inside the Computer (Linda Liukas)  $16.99 $15.30
In Ruby’s world anything is possible if you put your mind to it--even fixing her father’s broken computer! Join Ruby and her new 
friend, Mouse, on an imaginative journey through the insides of a computer in search of the missing Cursor. From bits and logic 
gates to computer hardware, in Journey Inside the Computer, Ruby (and her readers!) will learn the basic elements of the machines 
that power our world. Then future kid coders can put their knowledge and imaginations to work with fun activities.
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484. I Am Peace: A Book of Mindfulness (Susan Verde and Peter H Reynolds)  $19.99 $15.99
Express emotions through direct speech. Find empathy through imagination. Connect with the earth. Wonder at the beauty of 
the natural world. Breathe, taste, smell, touch, and be present. Perfect for the classroom or for bedtime, Susan Verde’s gentle, 
concrete narration and Peter H. Reynolds’s expressive watercolor illustrations bring the tenets of mindfulness to a kid-friendly level. 
Featuring an author’s note about the importance of mindfulness and a guided meditation for children, I Am Peace will help readers 
of all ages feel grounded and restored.

485. In My Room: A Book of Creativity and Imagination (Jo Witek and Christine Roussey)  $21.99 $19.80
In her room, one little girl can be anything she wants to be and go anywhere she wishes to go, all with the power of her imagination 
(and paper, markers, and crayons, of course!). She can go on safari or sail the seven seas. She can be a doctor, teacher, or high-
powered businesswoman. The sky’s the limit! And when the day is over, she can become a little girl again, safe in her room. 

486. Lonely Planet Kids: Animal Book, The (Compilation)  $29.99 $27.00
Kids can discover the animal kingdom like never before in this beautiful encyclopedia, featuring over 100 incredible creatures, from 
the grey wolf and green anaconda, to the bald eagle and emperor penguin. Packed with facts and illustrations, it also explores 
our relationship with these animals and how we’re affecting their lives and habitats, like elephants hunted for their tusks in Africa 
and reindeer helping Arctic communities deliver food and supplies. Animals are all around us, but sometimes we forget just how 
remarkable they are. In The Animal Book, we take a look at some of the world’s most diverse and fascinating mammals, birds, 
reptiles, amphibians, insects and invertebrates, from those you can spot in your back garden, to more endangered species in 
jungles, deserts and freezing oceans.

487. Lonely Planet Kids: Dinosaur Atlas (Anne Rooney and James Gilleard)  $27.99 $22.39
It’s time to explore lost prehistoric lands and the huge variety of dinosaurs that roamed them with Lonely Planet Kids’ Dinosaur 
Atlas. Kids can unfold maps and lift the flaps to reveal amazing illustrations and facts about how dinosaurs lived and where they 
were discovered. They’ll also learn about famous paleontologists and measure themselves against life-size bones, teeth and claws. 
From giant sauropods and horned dinosaurs, to duckbills and ferocious theropods, kids will discover how the dinosaurs evolved, 
what they looked like and how they hunted. Plus, we’ve included the latest finds and theories.  Created in consultation with Dr David 
Button, a dinosaur expert at the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, and featuring iconic illustrations by James Gilleard.

488. Lonely Planet Kids: How Animals Build (Moira Butterfield and Tim Hutchinson) $24.99 $22.50
This beautifully illustrated hardback explores the incredible world of animal architects. Kids can lift the flaps and open gatefolds 
to discover amazing animal homes up high, underground, on land and under the sea. From spider webs and rabbit warrens, to 
bird nests and ant colonies, we reveal the secrets to these extraordinary structures and how they’re built.  Do bees need cement 
mixers to build hives? Do beavers use cranes to construct dams? No, of course not! Like many animals, they’re building geniuses 
who don’t need building site tools to create incredible work. Welcome to nature’s very own, super-clever world of construction.

489-492. Minecraft Guides (Compilation)  $16.99 $15.30ea
With insider info and tips from the experts at Mojang, this is the definitive guide to creation, enginnering, exploration and survival 
in Minecraft.
489. Creative 490. Exploration 491. Redstone 492. Nether and the End
493. Minecraft: Mobestiary (Compilation)  $24.99 $22.50
Written by a naturalist who has made it his life’s work to study Minecraft’s mobs, and illustrated with field sketches, Minecraft 
Mobestiary is the definitive guide to every mob in the game. You’ll find little-known facts about passive, neutral, hostile, utility and 
boss mobs, as well as more general information about their location, behaviour, threat level and drops.

494. One Day on Our Blue Planet in the Rainforest (Ella Bailey)  $24.99 $22.50
From breakfast to dinner, dusk to dawn, children will love spending the day with this curious young spider monkey. The series 
focused on the way our young animal friends spend a day continues with an adventurous spider monkey exploring the bustling 
rainforest of South America with his mother by his side.

495. Optical Illusions 2 (Dorling Kindersley)  $35.00 $31.50
Explore, interact with, and make your own stunning illusions. Get ready to be amazed by an array of mind-boggling illusions, and 
even recreate them using the materials in the book.  Optical Illusions 2 showcases some of the finest visual puzzles ranging from 
the classical pattern-based illusions and ambiguous drawings to modern 3D masterpieces. The book includes printed card material 
and clear step-by-step instructions on how to create some of the world’s most dazzling illusions. Children aged 8+ will love making 
their own coin-shrinking Ames room or creating a hovering 3D dice.

496. Our Stories: Ten Pound Pom (Carole Wilkinson and Liz Anelli)  $24.99 $19.99
‘I don’t want to go to Australia. I have just started grammar school. My best friend Sally goes there too. But it looks like there could 
be another war and Dad has convinced Mum to go. Because we’re migrants, the voyage is costing Mum and Dad only £10 each. 
My brother Brian and I are travelling free. It’s a long way to Australia. What if we never come back to England?’  In the 1950s and 
60s Australia welcomed thousands of British immigrants as part of the Assisted Passage Migration Scheme. Ten Pound Pom is the 
true story of award-winning author Carole Wilkinson’s immigration to Australia.

497. See Inside Energy (Alice James)  $19.99 $18.00
Action-packed scenes explore and describe what energy is, where we get it from, how we use it, and what impact this has on 
the world we live in. There’s also space to show all sorts of clever ideas to harness energy in new ways, and a look inside nuclear 
fusion machines - a technology that will revolutionise the world within the next decade. A visually exciting, highly informative, fun 
and accessible lift-the-flap book which is a fantastic source of information on energy and how it is used. For all titles in this series 
type SEE INSIDE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

498. Star Wars Coding Projects (Dorling Kinderlsey)  $24.99 $22.50
Star Wars Coding Projects is a step-by-step visual guide to coding fun projects in Scratch and shows you everything you need to 
know to create cool computer projects, animations, and games. Create your own sprites and use them in your projects. Build your 
own characters, navigate a spaceship through an asteroid belt, and go on a jetpack adventure. Learn essential coding skills, share 
your projects with friends, and challenge them to beat your scores. Each project consists of simple, numbered steps that are fully 
illustrated and easy to follow. Ages 7+

499. Story of Life: A First Book About Evolution (Catherine Barr and Amy Husband)  $12.99 $11.70
This is an exciting and dramatic story about how life began and developed on Planet Earth, written especially for younger children. 
The authors explain how the first living cell was created, and how the cells multiply and create jellyfish and worms, and then fish 
with bendy necks, which drag themselves out of the water into swampy forests. They tell the story of the biggest creatures that 
have ever walked on land - the dinosaurs. Long after that, hairy creatures who have babies, not eggs, take over, stand on two legs 
and spread around the world, some of them living through cataclysmic events such as ice ages and volcanic eruptions. Everyone 
living today is related to these survivors. With delightful illustrations including lots of detail and humour, all carefully researched and 
checked, this book shows the development of life on Earth in a truly accessible and simple way.

500. Unofficial Guide to the World Cup (Paul Mason)  $26.99 $24.30
Get inside the life and history of this great, globally popular sporting event.  Whether you’re a first-time fan or you’ve been watching 
for years, this books is a mine of fascinating facts, interesting insights and tremendous trivia into the world of the football World 
Cup. It explores the tournament’s history, its biggest successes, controversies and flops and looks forward to the 2018 World Cup 
in Russia. The World Cups’ top teams and players are also profiled.

501-510. When I’m Feeling Series (Trace Moroney)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Each of the books in this series has been carefully designed to help children better understand their feelings, and in doing so, gain 
greater autonomy over their lives. Talking about feelings teaches children that it is normal to feel sad, or angry, or scared at times. 
With greater tolerance of painful feelings, children become free to enjoy their world, to feel secure in their abilities, and to be happy.
501. When I’m Feeling Angry  506. When I’m Feeling Lonely 
502. When I’m Feeling Disappointed NEW  507. When I’m Feeling Loved 
503. When I’m Feeling Happy  508. When I’m Feeling Nervous NEW 
504. When I’m Feeling Jealous  509. When I’m Feeling Sad 
505. When I’m Feeling Kind  510. When I’m Feeling Scared
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511. Where’s Wally? Destination: Everywhere! (Martin Handford)  $29.99 $27.00
Join Wally as he handpicks his most amazing twelve journeys of all time, with lots of terrific twists! Fantastic scenes are revisited in 
Wally’s very own scrapbook bursting with art, new things to search for and additional eye-boggling games to play. Twelve colourful 
and comic scenes, hand-picked by Martin Handford. For all titles in this series type WHERE’S WALLY in the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

512. Where’s Wally?  $17.99 $16.20  516. Where’s Wally? The Great Picture Hunt  $17.99 $16.20 
513. Where’s Wally Now?  $17.99 $16.20 517. Where’s Wally? The Incredible Paper Chase  $17.99 $16.20  
514. Where’s Wally? Fantastic Journey  $17.99 $16.20 518. Where’s Wally? The Wonder Book  $17.99 $16.20  
515. Where’s Wally? In Hollywood  $17.99 $16.20
519. Words and Your Heart (Kate Jane Neal)  $14.99 $13.50
Your words are amazing!  A very timely book about the power of words – and how we use them. Told through the eyes of Pip and 
Cat, this book beautifully demonstrates the importance of what we say – both positive and negative. Thoughtful, warm-hearted and 
completely non-preachy, this is a book that has already resonated with large numbers of children, whose teachers report a sea-
change in the culture of their classroom after reading it.  A universal message, for a world that always needs a little more kindness.

520-522. World Adventures (Various)  $28.99 $26.10ea
Travel through the countries of the world and learn about weather landscapes and everyday life. This exciting series explores 
aspects of human and physical geography via accessible text and engaging images. For all titles in this series type WORLD 
ADVENTURES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
520. Canada  521. Malaysia 522. Russia

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

523. All I Want for Christmas (Rachel Bright)  $24.99 $22.50
Two penguins discover that love is the perfect gift at Christmas in this sparkling festive picture book! The countdown to Christmas 
has begun and there is so much for Little Penguin to be excited about: decorating the tree, cooking festive treats, sending a letter 
to Santa, wrapping presents, and much more. But what does Big Penguin want for Christmas? The answer will warm the hearts 
of every penguin, big or small!

524. Bouncing Bouncing Little Joeys: A Bush Christmas (Lesley Gibbes and Doris Chang)  $24.99 $22.50
A warm-and-fuzzy Aussie Christmas picture book to charm the whole family.  In this delightful Australian Christmas story, a group of 
little joeys - a red kangaroo, a numbat and a rock wallaby - are decorating the Christmas tree and getting ready for Santa’s arrival. 

525. Christmas Fairy Tale Mix-Up (Hilary Robinson and Jim Smith)  $24.99 $22.50
Create your own hilarious festive fairy tales with this ingenious, split-page, spiral bound book. Oh no! Santa has got stuck down the 
chimney while delivering presents to The Three Little Pigs... Flip the flaps to create hundreds of mixed-up stories, featuring favourite 
Christmas and fairy tale characters. Includes: Santa Claus, Jack Frost, Cinderella, Snow White, The Christmas Fairy, The Three 
Bears and more! Spiral Bound

526. Christmas for Bear, A (Bonnie Becker and Kady MacDonald Denton)  $24.99 $22.50
Get ready for Christmas and the best kind of surprises as grumpy Bear and eager Mouse, of the Bear and Mouse series, return in 
a funny tale full of festive cheer and friendship. One frosty night, Bear hears a tap, tap, tapping on his front door. “Merry Christmas!” 
cries Mouse, who has arrived for a Christmas party. Bear has never had one before, but he’s certain that pickles are essential, 
along with the reading of a long and difficult poem. The problem is, whenever Bear comes back from the kitchen with treats, Mouse 
has vanished – only to be found, small and grey and guilty-eyed, scurrying under the bed or searching the closet. Will there be a 
present for Mouse? Even just a tiny one?

527. Christmas Peg, The (Cameron Williams and Mathew Martin)  $14.99 $13.50
Wal tries to be good, he really does, but his bad behaviour lands him on Santa’s Naughty List. And all he gets for Christmas is a 
peg. Can Wal ever change his ways?

528. Festivals Around the World: Christmas (Mike Clarke)  $27.99 $25.20
Learn about the diverse and vibrant festivals that are celebrated around the world. This series encourages children to consider 
religious beliefs and cultural practices via easy-to-read text and informative, full-colour images.

529. Horrible Histories: Horrible Christmas (Terry Deary and Martin Brown)  $15.99 $14.40
Horrible Christmas is filled with all the festive facts every HORRIBLE HISTORIES reader wanted to know, but were too stuffed full 
of mince pies to ask! The complete horrible history of Christmas tells tales from the dark days when the Puritans tried to abolish 
Christmas, to Christmas in the trenches when the British and Germans traded bullets for footballs. Plus dreadful jokes, rotten recipes, 
and a Christmas quiz! For all titles in this series type HORRIBLE HISTORIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

530. Naughtiest Reindeer Takes a Bow, The (Nicki Greenberg)  $19.99 $18.00
While all the other reindeer are sleeping, Ruby sneaks off with the present-laden sleigh in an attempt to get a head-start on the 
Christmas deliveries. Disaster! So when she crash-lands at George and Amelia’s house, she abandons the presents to join them 
in the school concert. What could possibly go wrong? And what will Santa do when he discovers his sleigh (and all the presents) 
are missing? Will he be able to save Christmas?

531. Oliver Elephant (Lou Peacock and Helen Stephens)  $24.99 $22.50
When Noah goes Christmas shopping with his mum and baby sister, he has a brilliant time with his toy elephant, Oliver, playing 
peekaboo, hiding in a doll’s house and dancing Oliver on tables. But suddenly disaster strikes – Oliver goes missing! And – oh 
dear – the department store is VERY big. Will Noah ever find his favourite toy again?

532. One Christmas Eve (Corinne Fenton and Marjorie Crosby-Fairall)  $24.99 $19.99
One Christmas Eve, Grandpa puts on his best shirt, Bella passes him his favourite hat, and together they walk to Luna Park. Bella is 
given one silver coin to spend on whatever ride she chooses. When she climbs onto a dashing carousel horse, something magical 
happens - they launch into the night sky! There they encounter a jolly man in a red suit and his prancing reindeer. But the magic 
doesn’t end there ...One Christmas Eve is a heartwarming story celebrating family, sharing and caring for each other.

533. One Christmas Wish (Katherine Rundell and Emily Sutton)  $24.99 $22.50
It’s Christmas Eve and Theo - left at home with a babysitter - sees an odd-looking star out of his window and decides to make a 
wish. He wishes that he had some friends to keep him company. Moments later the Christmas decorations begin to disentangle 
themselves from the tree behind him, ready to wreak a little havoc ... Written with generous helpings of warmth and humour, this is 
a story about treasuring the people and values that really matter at this time of year from master storyteller and bestselling children’s 
author Katherine Rundell. Emily Sutton’s breathtaking illustrations perfectly capture the magic of Christmas in stunning detail.

534. Pick a Pine Tree (Patricia Toht and Jarvis)  $24.99 $22.50
A beautiful, irresistible Christmas gift book that all begins with … picking a pine tree! Brimming over with the excitement of being 
with family at the festive season, a gorgeously rhythmical, read-aloud narrative accompanied by warm, joyful art celebrates all the 
familiar rituals of decorating the tree – from digging out jam-packed boxes of trimmings, stringing tinsel, to, at last, turning on those 
twinkly fairy lights.  We don’t see the finished Christmas tree until the very end of the book – at which point the book turns on its 
side and we see the magnificent tree across a double page spread, decorated and in all its glory!
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CHRISTMAS BOOKS (523-544)

SUPER SPECIALS (545-553)

535. Polar Express: Book and CD (Chris Van Allsberg)  $16.99 $15.30
Late one Christmas Eve, a boy boards a mysterious train that waits for him: the Polar Express bound for the North Pole. When he 
arrives, Santa offers him any gift he desires. The boy modestly asks for one bell from the reindeer’s harness. It turns out to be a 
very special gift, for only believers in Santa can hear it ring.  Liam Neeson’s gravitas lends the story just the right sense of magic 
and possibility in the book and CD edition.

536. Red and Lulu (Matt Tavares)  $24.99 $22.50
Red and Lulu make their nest in a particularly beautiful evergreen tree. It shades them in the hot months and keeps them cozy 
in the cold months, and once a year the people who live nearby string lights on their tree and sing a special song: O Christmas 
Tree, O Christmas Tree. But one day, something unthinkable happens, and Red and Lulu are separated. It will take a miracle for 
them to find each another again. Luckily, it’s just the season for miracles. . . . From Matt Tavares comes a heart-tugging story 
combining the cheer of Christmas, the magic of New York City, and the real meaning of the holiday season: how important it is to 
be surrounded by love.

537. Santa’s Aussie Holiday 10th Anniversary Edition (Maria Farrer and Anna Walker)  $16.99 $15.30
Each year Santa likes to have some fun, a chance to get some rest and sun. He needs to find somewhere to go. He spins his 
globe. Ho, ho, ho! A big smile spreads across his face... Australia is the perfect place! This charming Christmas story answers the 
question, What does Santa do when he isn’t getting ready for Christmas?. He takes a well-deserved holiday! Join Santa and his 
new Aussie mates as they travel around Australia, from the Great Barrier Reef to Rottnest Island.

538. Santa’s Gone Surfing (P Crumble and Thomas Fitzpatrick)  $16.99 $15.30
On one Christmas Eve, As he did each year, Santa crossed the equator, To the Southern Hemisphere. But this year, Santa decides 
it’s too hot to deliver presents. He grabs a surfboard and heads out to catch some waves... Can Trev, his old ute and a flock of 
emus save Christmas Day?

539. Stories from the Bible (Kathleen Bostrom and Dinara Mirtalipova)  $29.99 $27.00
A beautifully illustrated introduction to the Bible, retelling 15 beloved stories from the Old and the New Testaments for very young 
children. The stories include: Adam and Eve, Noah’s Ark, David and Goliath, Jonah and the Big Fish, The Birth of Jesus, The 
Feeding of the Five Thousand, The Good Samaritan, The Last Supper, The First Easter and more.

540. Stowaway in a Sleigh (Roger Mader)  $24.99 $22.50
The cat’s out of the bag and holiday adventure awaits! When Slipper finds Mr. Furry Boots in her house, she does what any cat 
would do and investigates. But curiosity gets the best of her when she finds herself on a trip she hadn’t planned on taking . . . Join 
Slipper as she discovers that there’s no place like home—especially for Christmas.

541. Ten Little Elves (Mike Brownlow)  $15.99 $14.40
Ten little elves set off on a mission to rescue Christmas. But what will the little elves do when they meet a growling polar bear, a 
yowling yeti and a scary Ice Queen? Will the little eleves save the day?  Count from ten to one, and back again, with this fabulously 
festive picture book. With lots of things to spot and count on every page.

542. That Christmas Feeling (Lili Wilkinson and Amanda Francey)  $19.99 $15.99
A warm family story that will give you those special Christmas tingles. Dottie is waiting for the Christmas feeling to arrive - that fizzy, 
excited feeling, where everything is a bit magical. But this year, Dottie, her brother, Jem, and their dog, Shortbread, are staying with 
Grandma and Grandpa. Grandma and Grandpa are trying hard, but Christmas just isn’t the same... A gorgeous, heart-warming 
story about misplacing the Christmas spirit, and finding it again.

543. Twelve Days Of Christmas, The (Anna Wright)  $24.99 $22.50
Anna brings humour, beauty and sophistication to this perennially popular Christmas hymn, with her signature style. Exquisitely 
rendered in pen, ink, watercolour and collage, The Twelve Days of Christmas are beautifully and playfully reimagined for today’s 
readership - and have never looked so sumptuous.

544. Very Quacky Christmas, A (Frances Watts and Ann James)  $24.99 $19.99
The only Christmas quacker you’ll need this holiday season! ‘We wish you a quacky Christmas …’ Samantha Duck is getting ready 
for Christmas. ‘I’m going to give presents to animals all over the world!’ Her friend Sebastian tells her not to bother. ‘Christmas is 
not for animals,’ he says. But with the help of her farmyard friends, Samantha sets out to prove that Christmas is for everyone. A 
joyous tale of giving and sharing from two award-winning Australian creators.

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

545-549. Santa is Coming to Series (Steve Smallman) LIMITED STOCK  $9.99 $7.99ea
Have you been good? Are you ready to go to sleep? Then Santa is coming to town! Read about what happens to Santa when he 
visits Australia. With illustrations detailing landmarks and places that are quintessentially Australian, children will love seeing Santa 
leave the North Pole to come to their very own city!
545. Santa is Coming to Australia 548. Santa is Coming to Sydney  
546. Santa is Coming to Melbourne 549. Santa is Coming to the Outback 
547. Santa is Coming to Perth 

550-553. Nursery Rhyme Big Books (Various) LIMITED STOCK $32.99 $9.99ea
Bouncy illustrations, innovative die cutting and popular rhymes bring these old favourites in Big Book format to life.
550. Hickory Dickory Dock Big Book 552. Little Miss Muffet Big Book 
551. Itsy Bitsy Spider Big Book 553. Mary Had a Little Lamb Big Book

ORDER ONLINE NOW!
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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